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g f a r f t  a n b  f u l l  p r i n t i n g *
Having made large addltloni to out former v u itty  » l  
PLAIN AND FANCY
J  O  15 T Y P E ,
are now prepared to execute with nsatwbm and dbb« 
tatoh, bykry DESCRIPTION of Job Work, such aa 
C irc u la rs , B ill-H e a d s , C ard s, B lanks, 
C a t a lo g u e s .  P r o g r a m m e s ,
Shop B ills , L ab e ls , A uo tion  a n d  H and  
B il l s ,  t c ,  k e .
Partleular attention paid to
P R I N T !  i Gr I N  C O L O R S :  
B R O N Z IN G , t t c .
Liberty mid Union, Now mul Forever, 
One and Inseparable.”
‘ You’d better bring your trunks here; your' and found my unele rather worse than usual, 
room isready.’ lie was always a little ‘ comfortable,’ as kind
Really, I had no idea that I  was to live wives say, towards evening; to-night ho was 
asleep in his arm-chair, and snoring violently. 
Victorine came down, hearing I had come in.
‘ Charles, what is the matter with you—you 
look so ill and pale. What has happened? 
Do, pray, tell m e; so cold, too. Come up 
stairs, there is a lire in the drawing-room.’
She made me go with her—mado me take 
some brandy, and then again asked me what 
was the matter. I  told her. We had reached 
thatdelicious stage of affection, ■when, though 
nothing I *  been said, it is felt by both, that 
there is but one interest between them. She 
was almost incredulous at my narration of the 
incident, as I was myself, of having witnessed 
the scene. 1 showed her the blotting paper, 
and it convinced her.
‘I t’s no use telling my father to-night, he 
has such confidence in Jl. Vcrnay that he will 
not believo i t ; you must tell him in the morn-
From the New Yoik Evening Post.
T H R E E  H U N D R E D  T H O U S A N D  M O R E .
We are coming, Father Abraam, three hundred thousand 
more.
From Mississippi’s winding stream, and from New Eng­
land’s shore ;
We leave our plows and workshops, our wives and chil- 
dern dear,
With hearts too full for utterance, with but a silent tear j 
We dare not look behind us, but steafastly before—
We are coming, Father Abraam—three hundred thous­
and more !
If  you look across the hill-top that meets the northern 
sky,
Long moving lines of rising dust your vision may descry ; 
And now the wind, an instant, tears the cloudy veil aside, 
And floats alolt our spangled flag in glory and in pride ; 
And bayonets in the sunlight gleam, and bands their music 
pour.
We are coming, Father Abraam—three hundred thous­
and m ore!
If you look all up our valleys, where the growing har­
vests shine,
You may see our sturdy farmer boys fast forming into 
line;
And children on their mothers' knees arc pulling at the 
weeds,
And learning how to reap and sow, agalust their coun­
try’s needs ;
And a farewell group is weeping beside each cottage 
door.
We are coming Father Abraam—three hundred thousand 
m ore:
You have called us, and we’re coming, by Richmond’s 
bloody tide
To lay us down, for freedom’s sake, our brother’s bones 
bes:de ;
Or from foul treason’s savage grasp to wrench the mur­
derous blade,
And in the face of foreign faes its fr gments to parade.
Six hundred thousand loyal men and true have gone be­
fore—
We are coming, Father Abraam—three hundred thousand
here
• Where else, boy? Where else ? Paris is 
not a cheap place for young men ; you'll live 
here cheaper than anywhere else; more com­
fortably, perhaps, if you and Victorine don’t 
quarrel.’
This was more than I hnd hoped for, to find 
myself domiciled in my uncle’s house, 
thought he had done much in renewing his 
offer after my previous refusal, but this over­
came me
‘ I'm really very grateful to you for all your 
kindness.*
‘ All right, my lad, all right. See and get 
your things here, or you'll be late for dinner.’
At dinner I was introduced to the chief clerk, 
or, rather, the manager of my uncle’s business. 
Onee or twice I noticed his eyes fix themselves 
on me in a way that gave me the idea of his 
measuring me. I felt annoyed a t this ; and I 
showed it a little, perhaps, in the tone of my 
voice as I answered his inquiries aB to the prac­
tices of English commerce.
*0 1’ said my uncle, ‘ he knows nothing 
about tlic matter, Monsieur Vcrnay. Ask him 
to recite to you a chorus from the ‘ Antigone,’ 
and he’ll repeat half the hook; hut of com­
merce—of hanking—he knows nothing.’
‘ We shall taach him our system in a few 
years, if he shall stay so long with us.’
‘ He’ll stay longer than I shall, I dare say, 
Jl. Vernay.’
‘ Let me hope not, JI. Wardes, you arc a 
young man y e t ; quito a young man.’
‘ That may be, hut I don't mean to spend all 
my life in your dear Paris, JI. Vernay. Oh 
no.’
‘ Whatever comes, we shall do our best with 
the young gentleman to make him useful.’
I felt angry and vexed at this conversation ; 
though the hints thrown out by my uncle were 
plain enough, I did not like this contcmptous 
treatment from his manager.
Moreover, I noticed that M. Vcrnay paid 
most assiduous and graceful attentions to Vie- 
torine, who accepted them as a matter of course, 
and this made me still more inclined to dislike 
him.
My work was easy enough—too easy. 1 
copied letters, paid away money, and did the 
work that belonged to my department as junior 
clerk. JI. Vernay was careful to give me noth­
ing that was not simplicity itself, and I was 
bored for want of something that might occupy 
my mind as well as my fingers. In the even­
ing 1 seldom went out, and was very content 
to spend my time with Victorine, who, on her 
part seemed to think the evenings were pleasant 
enough to seem sho rt; so while papa dozed in 
his chair, Victorine and I talked and sang to 
our heart’s content.
M. Vernay came about once a week to dinner,
I told him in the morning what I had heard 
and seen.
‘ My dear nephew, you must have been very 
drunk, or else—no. that is not possible ; your 
lather’s child could not get drunk. I do my­
self, sometimes ; but he could not deliberately 
lie. No, my dear Charles, M. Vernay is an 
old and tried servant of mine, and I will not be­
lieve you. I will not insult him by it. You 
were drunk, sir, very drunk. Don’t let me 
hear of it again.’
I went to my desk an hour arterwards. JI. 
Vernay came in with my uncle.
‘ Charles, did you balance your cash last 
night?’
‘ Yes, sir. I always do.’
1 I t was righ t?’
‘ Quite right.’
‘ There’s a mistake somewhere,’ said M. 
Vernay. ‘ There’s missing a sum of 1000 
francs.’
‘ It can’t he in my accounts, uncle; for here 
is the book, and here is the balance to corres­
pond.’
‘ True.’
‘ Let me cast i t ,’ said Vernay.
He did,—520, 340.
‘ Try that, JI. Wardes. I do not make it 
correct; I make it more.
which the hole had been filled round the pipe 
was harder than the wall itself.
In tracing my way round the room my hand 
touched the gate. 1 was saved 1 I never felt 
such a sensation as when my hand touched 
that gate. It was rapture! bliss !■ I had de­
spaired—I was now full of hope. I passed my 
hand carefully over the gate ; I felt one of the 
bars, they were made of round iron, about 
three-quarters of an inch in thickness, and after 
running through the frame-work of the gate 
were pointed at the end. But to get them out 
of that frame-work ! 1 pulled one. I t yielded 
a little, and then mocked at my efforts. I 
must have a hammer. I felt carefully round 
the walls again. The shelves were all let into 
tho walls—there was nothing 1 I felt again, 
and close to the gato the shelf had been cut 
away to allow the gate to roll hack, and the 
shelves were supported on brackets. If  those 
brackets were of wrought-iron I was helpless— 
east-iron might save me yet. I felt them care­
fully and compared them ; if they were 
wrought, they would be unlike in some points 
—if cast, alike in all. I knew now what tho 
tonch of the blind must he, so full of instruc­
tion to the mind.
They were cast-iron not a trace of difl'eronee 
could be found. One more sign and I was cer­
tain ; if cast, they would he cast in a mould, 
and there would be a slight roughness in the 
easting where the halves of the mould had been 
joined. I felt again. There was the rough­
ness—the same in both. And now to break 
them off'. A blow, a hea’y blow alone could 
do it. I remembered to have noticed, when 
putting away the hooks, i  small chest of appa­
rently solid iron, on oie of the shelves. I 
sought for it and found i. ; it was heavy, near­
ly the fourth of a hundred weight, I thought. 
1 poised itcarefully, and felt 1 had just strength 
enough to throw it with an aim. I cleared 
away the books from tin slate shelf which rest­
ed on one of these brackets, and then measuring 
the distance carefully, threw the chest on to it. 
It fell short, and crashed on the floor.
Onee more I tried, atd this time successfully. 
The missive smashed the shelf into pieces. I 
kicked and heat away the smaller fragments 
till the brocket stood o it from the wall by it­
self . And now came the test of my skill. If 
I threw once at the bracket in that black dark-
I cast it again, and it was more by just 1000 ; ness, I threw twenty times or more ; at last, 
jnes. I east it again—521, it was. My one fortunately-directed blow, and 1 had the 
joy of hearing it ring on the pavement of the 
room.
I had now a hammer—awkward, it is true ; 
still a tool that would give a blow with a cer­
tain force. I struck again and again at the 
bars of the gate, they yielded as the other had 
done, and then were fast. I sank down ex-
and contrived then, and indeed at all times, to | opened.
frt c
uncle cast it—521, it was.
How is this, Charles? you said you made 
the balance right. Did you look at your cash 
last night ?’
I did. lean  assert that the balance last 
night in the hook and the cash-box was the 
same. 1 can prove it. I posted it, according 
toM . Vernay's system, in the daily balance 
book.’
‘ It is 520 here, JI. Wardes.’
He handed the book to my uncle. The door
it. The sparks flew about at the contact, b u t1 we shall not say what the beautiful Mrs. Lor- 
it was a t least an hour before one lodged in the rimer designed to call us. 
heap and set itsmouldering. I watched anxious-; ‘ But Kate, dear Kate, do tell me how it came
ly as the little red ring grew larger and bright- about. You to elope !—and w itlftut even the
er in the heap, and then applying a piece of 
thin paper rolled to a fine point to tho center of 
the ring, I gently blew the redness into a flame 
—yes, flame ! Real flame, that blinded me by
its brightness, that seemed to pierce my brain always happen in these cases of abduction 
with a sword, so long and deep had been the After a good deal ot teasing and tantalizing, 
darkness. , Kate gave us the history of her escapeade,
I took my paper stop from off the gas and ! which we will repeat in pretty nearly her own 
heard the serpent hiss once more—this time words—at least, as nearly as we can remember: 
without fear. I lit the issuing gas, and then Mr. Lorrimer, said she, was first presented 
sat looking at it as Bartimeus might have done to me a t a ball. I had been persecuted that 
in the joy of his new found sight. [ evening beyond expression ; such a set of inane
I had done—I had light and air ; but still I : and fulsome adorers, mounting their affected 
must have employment or I should rave. I compliments, and striving to make me believe
Employment. The thought came to me o f : myself the veriest angel that had ever appeared 
that unfortunate sentence that had caused me I in the realms of fashion. I was sick of it all, 
to run this risk : “  If I had access to his books j and 1 determined, at tho risk of acquiring an 
1 would prove that fraud was possible.”  j unenviable reputation for selfconceit and singu-
There they were—every one ; not one mis- ’ larity, to make my own terms beforehand with 
sing. Could I prove it?  Could—I must—my the next “ eligible” who presented himself.
spur of opposition !’
‘ I did not elope—I was run away w ith.’
‘ So report said. Yet you seem well and hap­
py, and resigned to your fate, which does not 
:
Such is tho pleasantest sequel to Kate Os­
borne’s elopement.
Tw o B aths.
ive my uncle the idea that I was in need of 
much teaching as regarded business matters.
‘ How many years do you think, Charles,' 
(we were cousins, reader,) ‘ it will take you to 
learn to conduct papa’s business?’
• IIow many months you mean, Victorine.— 
These practical men, your father and JI. Vernay 
are greatly mistaken in their estimate of me ; 
they fancy that because I never looked into a 
day-hook, or journal, or ledger before I cainc 
here, I shall he years learning their use ; It'i
Well, Francoise, what is it? ’
‘ Only that 1 shall give this to Monsieur W. 
I found it in his chamber.’
He held out a paper to me ; it was a note for 
1000 francs.
hausted with my useless efforts. Why did they 
not yieid ? I could give no more force to the 
blow—to throw the chest at them would be 
useless ; the size would spread the blow over 
two or three of the bars, and the force would 
he lost 1 must cut through one of the bars in 
the middle and thus wrench out the half I need­
ed. How had I seen men out through iron 
With files—I could not hope for these. I re­
membered to have heard of prisoners who cut
• Charles, my boy, you should let me know j through iron bars with a watch spring—by 
when you want money. M. Vernay, see those | what horrible fatality was my watch at that 
books are corrected.’ And my unele walked moment in the case on my dressing-table. A 
away. | watch-spring—a thin piece of steel. Would
How the day went T do not know. I noticed ■ iron do? It might. In almost less time than 
however, that JI. Vernay once or twice w ent; it takes to tell, 1 had broken up one of the sheet
MY U N CLE^CA SH IER .
‘ My dear Charlie, it is a question for you, 
not for me—you must decide yourself; I can 
only suite the conditions upon which that de­
cision must he founded. I f  you go to college, 
you must go with a very small allowance in­
deed, and you must work for a fellowship of 
some kind, for I can leave you nothing, as you 
know that lieyond a provision for your mother 
and the unmarried girls, I shill leave nothing 
behind me when I go. If  you do go to college, 
you will enter a circle, the entering of which 
will multiply ten-fold your chances of success 
in after lile ; it will give you a position in so- 
society of which nothing but had conduct 
on your part can deprive you, and will 
put "you iti the fair road to become what I 
should like to see you—a scholar and a gentle­
man. If, on the other hand, you accept yonr 
uncle’s offer, you will have a far larger allow­
ance, as salary, than I can give under any cir­
cumstances, the chance of succeeding him in a 
very good business, and soon becoming a man 
of some importance in the commercial world.— 
I need say no more, you must choose for your­
self; I shall want your answer to-morrow, in 
time to post; go and think it over. Don’t say 
anything to your sisters, or they’ll persuade 
you to go to Paris, for the chance of visiting 
you there.”
Such was my father’s address to me a t the 
a"e of seventeen. It was a difficult question to 
decide—Oxford or Paris? Still I did decide, 
and next day announced that decision.
* 1 should prefer going to college, father, at 
all events.’
* Glad to hear it, my boy, though the other 
course would have been cheaper for me ; still 
1 am glad to hear it. I can’t do much for you, 
hut in sen ling you to college 1 can do more 
than I can in any othei way. If there's any­
thin"’ in you, it will come out there ; if nut, 
you will not be spoilt for other things after­
wards, so God spiced you my hoy.’
To college, therefore, I went, with only one 
more word of advice from my father. As 1 left 
the gate in the hired chaise for the station, 
he said :
* God Bless you, my hoy, if you mean to he 
anything, don't hear midnight strike too of­
ten.’
Three years passed, and I was ‘ getting on, 
as my mother used to tell her friends; and in 
a few  months more 1 had hopes of getting some­
thing worth having, in the shape of my degree 
with honors, and a fellowship. A las! My 
hopes were vain. I had hardly returned to 
college at the end of my third long vacation, 
when I received a telegram announcing my 
fa th er  s  illness, and reached home too late to 
see him again alive. My college dreams were 
over—1 had not a penny in the world—I must 
work for all I was to have.
My unele now wrote to repeat his former 
offer. I joyfully accepted it, and a month after 
my lather's death I was in Paris.
My uncle's house was in one of the small 
streets lying between the Rue Vivienne and the 
Rue Montmartre, just north of the Bourse.— 
It was, as must be supposed from its situation, 
an old rambling place, with the hanking offices 
on one side of the courtyard, and the residence 
on the other. The offices, the scene of my new 
duties, consisted of a 6uite of three rooms, 
communicating by swing doors ; in the farthest 
sat my unele, the next was the chief cashier's 
or clerk's, and the third, the office proper. A 
counter stretched along the whole length of 
the room, and on top of the counter ran a high, 
strong, wire-guard, with two or three small 
circular openings, through which money was 
passed and papers were takcD. Behind this 
guard I was to sit as third cashier or clerk.— 
My uncle's business was that of a hanker, bill 
discounter, and money lender ; and to judge 
by the rate at which he lived, he must for some 
years have employed a very large amount of 
capiital, or have lent his money, a t a little more 
than five pier cent interest.
My uncle having shown me the offices, took 
me over to the house.
‘ My daughter, Mr. Wardes,—Victorine, my 
dear, Mr. Wardes—a nephew of mine.’
I looked at my cousin once and again—Bhc 
was worth looking a t—a most singular mixture 
of races was visible in her face. She had a 
high, broad, thoughtful, German forhead—a 
man's rather than a girl's—a delicate chin and 
mouth, with the small teeth so characteristic 
of the more highly organized French nature, 
and a nose and eyes unmistakeibly English, in 
the clear bridged outline of the one, and the 
open, fearless gaze of the others. She was a 
curiosity—a new thing—and 1 determined to 
study Victorine, my cousin.
‘ You must dine with us, a t six o’clock.— 
"Where did you sleep last night?’
‘ At the Bedford.’
mistake of theirs. I hive, ever since I was old | down to the strong room nnd brought up some , iron deed boxes, and by carefully bending a 
enough to think, done little else hut think, and ; hooks, and that no woman came for money. ' piece of it backwards and forwards on the sharp 
discipline of this kind enables me to learn in a ■ About five o’clock JI. Vcrnay came to mo, { edge of the chest 1 had used as s missile, I ob- 
inontli what their undisciplined minds would 1 after the other clerk and my uncle had gone, ! tabled a strip about the length of my hand, 
require twelve for. As for JI. Varney and his and said : , and two lingers broad, and with this I eom-
‘ M. Wardes, we have been looking at the ( menecd sawir g one of the bars. Half an hour’s
accounts of Madame la Marquise---------; will ; hard work pruduced no impression on the bar,
you help me to carry downthe.se hooks? the and had turned up the edge of the soft sheet-
Si/stcinc,' as he calls it, it is a good one and a 
workable one ; hut there are fifty methods yf 
applying the same principles. He boasts that 
by his system fraud is rendered impossible, be­
cause discovery is certain; he’s wrong, nnd 
greatly wrong, and if I had access to his hooks 
1 believe I could prove to demonstration that it 
is so.’
Victorine somewhat incautiously defended 
me the next time I was attacked, and lepeated 
my remark that if I had access to to his books 
I could prove fraud to be possible.
M. Vernay started, turned pale, and turned 
on me a glance that made me sure of two 
things ; first, that this chance bolt had hit the 
mark—that there was fraud ; and next, that if 
M. Vernay could put me out of his way he 
would not he very particular as to the means 
of doing it.
This one idea of fraud kept furling itself be­
fore me constantly ; J l. Vernay’s jealous care 
of particular hooks and keys, his constant en­
deavors to make my uncle take ‘ one glass more ’ 
than was good for him, and the strange, suspi­
cious-looking people who came to him first, and 
then, drew out money from the hank ; all com­
pelled me to think of it. I  was more than con­
firmed in my suspicions by an incident which 
occurred some few  months after this idea first 
entered my mind.
I had lost myself in one of the Faubourgs 
rather late one evening, and entered a small, 
inean-looking restaurant to ask my way.—
There were a number of men in the room, and 
as I glanced in a looking glass I saw a face 
there was no mistaking—that of JI. Vernay.— 
lie was sitting at one of the little round marble- 
topped tables, with his face to the wall, and 
his side-face reflected in the glass. I saw him 
clearly, but from his position he could not see 
me. Instead of asking my way, I took a scat 
near the party, and took up a paper They 
spoke in French and rapidly, in an under tone.
‘ I tell you,’ said Vernay, ‘ it will not do; 
you always have to ask me before you draw, 
and unless you can do it in my way it cannot 
be done.'
‘ Repeat,’ said one, ‘ repeat; what is your 
way ?,
‘ This, said Vernay. ‘ I will give you a 
cheque now for 50,000 francs with the Marquis
dc------’s signature. Lizcttc will bring i t ; she
must come in her carriage and cash it to-mor­
row—and—’
‘ That’s it exactly ’—and—‘ what aro we to 
do ?’
‘ Give me notes for 45,000 francs to-night.'
‘ 45,000—that is only 5,000 francs, and a 
carriage and horses and Lizett's dress—it is too 
little ; besides we have not got the money; 1 
like the old way best; I will come as usual.’
‘ You cannot do that without risk of dis­
covery. That prying English nephew is sus­
picious—lie has the eyes of an eagle—an owl,
1 ought to say, for he secs in the dark.’
‘ Can’t you quiet him ? There is water under 
all the bridges of the Seine, still.’
He’s too happy for tha t; happy men don’t 
drown themselves.’
‘ Does lie go out at night? An appoint­
ment with a pretty girl might tempt him .’
‘ Not a t all—lie's in love with Victorine.’
‘ That is serious, Vernay—she was to he 
yours.'
‘ That may he, yet Now, will you have it, 
or shall I go to Hamburger, and make him the 
offer ?’
The two consulted for a moment, and one of 
them left the room. In a few minutes he re­
turned. (I was deeply absorbed in the paper 
which completely hid my face;) he said to his 
companion :
• I have it .’
‘ You arc agreed, then ?’
‘ Yes, where is.the cheque?’
Vernay drew from his pocket-hook a blank 
cheque, filled it for 50,000 francs, and dated it.
‘ Now the notes. All good?'
‘ All good ! To bo sure.’
Vernay looked carefully at the notes, and 
then, signing the cheque, handed it to liis com­
panion.
‘ What time?’ z
‘ O, a t tw o; and tell her not to talk too 
much.’
He rose and left the room with his compan­
ions. I hardly knew when I saw the table Tools! A long pointed bar and a hammer I 
vacant whether I had dreamt it or not. I remembered to have seen a mason borin;
porter has gone ; I am rather late.
1 took the hooks and followed him down 
into the basement. He unlocked the outer gate 
of the outer safe, where the general books were 
kept, and passed through to the inner safe in 
which were kept the deeds and valuable secu- 
litics on which my uncle lent money ; this was 
separated from the outer safe by an iron gate 
in the day time, and at night by a solid fire­
proof door.
He put his books on tlic shelf, and requested 
me to put mine on the same shelfin the proper 
order. The numbers on the backs were almost 
illegible, and I was some time, even in the 
strong gas-light, trying to read them.
‘ Can I help you, Jl. Wardes?’
‘ No, thank you, I've just done.’
I put up the last hook, and turned to go.—
The heavy door swung rapidly on its hinges— 
I heard the spring catch, and the key turn, and 
1 was in black darkness.
‘ JI. Vernay! JI. Vcrnay! The door is sh u t.’
‘ I know it ,’ said his voice, mulllcd by its 
thickness ; ‘ you have access to all my hooks 
now.’
I heard the heavy clash of the door of the 
outer sale, and then silence, as deep as death, 
was round me. I did not swoon or faint. 1 
felt I was the victim of a most horrible trick ; 
it was nothing more—1 should he released in 
the morning, and I would make him repent 
1 heard, presently, a hissing sound—it contin­
ued ; presently I smelt gas. I should never see 
the morning. I should he stifled with the gas— 
the plan was clear before me now. An acci­
dent—no one knew I helped him with the hooks 
—lie did not know I was in the Eafe, and he 
shut the door. It was purely one of those ac­
cidents that will happen.
Still the gas hissed like a serpent before its 
fatal spring. I must stop that. I felt round 
the walls for the burner, and soon found it. 
Tiierc was no tap ! I remembered now, the tap 
was in the outer safe, and the gas was lighted 
in the inner one by a long stick between the 
bars of the gate. Jly fingers stopped it in a 
moment, but I could not keep my linger there 
always. I tried, and the arm became so tired 
of the contracted position above my head, that 
I could not keep my finger over it to save my 
life. I thought of some other plan. To light 
it—alas ! I did not smoke, I had no means to 
do i t ; and if I had it would only have con­
sumed the air, every inch of which was precious 
as lile itself. At last I thought of something 
that would do : I tore some corners off the 
leaves of a book, chewed them into a pulp, and 
put it over the holes in the tube, pressing it in 
hard—the hissing ceased. I climbed the shelves 
and suielt round the burner—I had one foe the 
less. I then began to think seriously as to the 
chances of tho air lasting me till released in the 
morning. In the morning ? this was—O God! 
Saturday ! Saturday ! Sunday and M onday- 
two nights and a whole day ! There was no 
hope ! I might have lived till the morning, hut 
on Sunday there was no business done, and my 
absence would be easily accounted for by that 
horrible mistake in my boohs.
Two nights and a day—In w many hours? 
To Sunday night a t five, twenty four. To Mon­
day morning at ten, seventeen. Forty-one long 
hours! Furty-ono hours! There was not aii 
enough to last me ten ! I felt round the door ; 
it was all but air-proof. If I could make them 
hear ! I t was impossible ; the house was the 
other side of a noisy courtyard—I must die ! 
And Victorine ! No, no,—ten thousand times 
no ! I must live—I will live.
I bethought me of my old store of knowledge. 
How long could I live without fresh air?  How 
many hours had I in which to reach it?  I paced 
the length and breadth of the room—1 measured 
its height, and found that by breathing only 
twenty times a minute 1 might live for thirteen 
hours ; that would be till six o’clock on Sunday 
morning , and after that I must have air—air 
was life. 1 must bore through the walls, the 
lock was impregnable. Tho walls of brick 
would yield to tools. Tools ! mockery ! I had 
hut a penknife—a toy—and I had thirteen 
hours to get through a wall a t least two feet 
thick. It was a work of years, not hours.
looked at the table, and there was nothing that 
would help me to realize the truth ; but under 
the table lay a pieceof paper. I pounced upon 
it, and found that it was a piece of blotting 
paper similar to that I had used in tho office, 
and on it was the thickened impression of the
through a wall at my father’s, with such tools. 
My penknife was two inches long. The gas- 
buruer 1 I tried it ; it was soft brass, my knifo 
c u t it  readily. I t might work through beside 
the gas-pipe. The man surely bored a larger 
hole than the pipe would fill. I felt the pipe
signature of the cheque. I reached home in a where it went round tho wall, and then prick- 
Btate of anxiety that may bo easily im agined,; ed the wall with iny knife; the cement with
iron on both sides.
If  it had been a qiestion of saws, I could
have turned ten deed boxes into a hundred saws 
to cut through that one bar. Alas ! it was no 
such thing, the saw would not c u t ; and then 
sprung up before me the vision of a large yard 
with blocks of stone ind the motion to and fro 
of the suspended saw of the stone sawyer, and 
his little trickling water barrel and heap of 
sand. Once more I went to work. 1 broke off 
a corner of one of the stone shelves (the lower 
ones were of stone, ttc upper of slate,) pound­
ed it fine with my hammer, and then wetting 
the edge of the saw with saliva, I strewed the 
pounded stone upon it. I felt the saw become 
steadier and steadier, and a t last I could feel 
with ray nail a little nick in the bar. 1 worked 
for nearly three hums at this one liar, chang­
ing my saw when it was worn hollow for an­
other anil another ti l I had worn out six of 
them. I was nearly through—another half 
hour, and I should he quite through ; yet it 
might break off uow with a blow—it might— 
and it might leave a ragged end to my chisel 
that would destroy hill tlic force of my blows 
when 1 came to huro through the wall ; I 
would uot strike, but kept on patiently, and 
at last the saw went through. I seized the end 
and in a few minutesl held in my hand the in­
strument of my deliwirance.
The air of the room had by this time become 
close and stifling, and it was only by stooping 
that 1 could breathe freely.
I had still, as far as I could judge, some five 
hours left—in those 1 must accomplish my de­
liverance or die.
I now commenced sounding with my hammer 
for the least solid part ot the wall.
In striking it on a part nearly opposite the 
shelves cut out for the gate, I thought I heard 
it suund hollow ; I struck again and again 
widpjut success; it all seemed alike. Once 
more I determined to strike over the whole 
space I had previously struck ; this I did, and 
found the spot about the size of a penny piece 
from which the sound came. I then carefully 
felt the wall in the neighborhood, and found a 
rough indented line ran from this place round 
the angle of the wall, and on the wall in the 
same line were three small holes in a circle. I 
decided at once that this was the place of some 
burner fixed, and afterwards removed; the 
rough line was the mark left by the pipe, and 
the hollow place must he the bole through 
which the old pipe entered the room I drove 
the chisel into the place and found it hard— 
very hard hut still hollow. Jly life now hung 
upon tho choice of a right place ; if this hole 
was filled up with the hard cement, and the 
difference of sound arose merely from difference 
in density, then I had better try the wall over 
fur a brick softer than the re s t; but it it was 
not full— if those who should have filled it had 
put hut a few inches of cement a t each end of 
th e  hole ; then in another hour I was as safe as 
if I were free. I would risk it. That hollow 
sound was so cheery, that I would believe that 
it must be a true guide.
Blow after blow, and the hole grew deep, 
ind my progress less as my control over the 
point lessened, when one sudden, sharp blow 
drove the chisel into the wall the length of my 
arm. The place was hollow. 1 had now hut 
to drive it through the erust of cement on the 
outer wall, and 1 should live. I drove it cau­
tiously anil carefully, and at last heard the 
echo of th e  pieces falling on the other side, and 
drawing out the chisel, felt the air rush in. 
How can words convey the sensation I experi­
enced as I drew in the God-given breath of life.
1 could now defy Death ; there was a fountain 
at which I might drink and live.
For hours I sat close to the hole and breathed, 
and then fell asleep. 1 know not how long I 
slept, but I awoke sore and tired, and with a 
horrible hunger and thirst on me. 1 could not 
have many more hours to stay, so I hoped on, 
and tightened my belt to ease the gnawing pain 
a t my stomach. And now began the horrors 
of solitude; while I had employment for the 
mind, I felt no pain of any kind ; now I was 
going mad with anxiety and fear. I must find 
some employment. And w hat? in this utter 
darkness. But if darkness, why not light ? 
Yes, I would have light. For thia I must en­
large the hole, and went to work again with 
blistered hands, nnd in two hours had enlarged 
it to twice its original diameter, and had con­
sequently four times as much air flowing in.
Jly next step was to grate from the edges of 
a book a paper powder for tinder, and spread­
ing this on the ground in a heap, I struck with 
the point of my hammer the stone shelf above
 r v ia l
good name depended on proving it. I f  he were 
true, I was false. I set to work, and with my 
pencil, which I happily had with me, I went 
through account alter account from beginning 
to end, and well was I rewarded ; for I learnt 
that my uncle, supposed to bo rich, had been 
systematically robbed for years by this Beoun 
drel, and was now almost ruined ; and that his 
daughter's portion, invested in English securi­
ties, had been sold out, and the interest paid 
by J l. Vernay himself, so that father and 
daughter were a t the mercy of this man.
These facts I learned from a small looked 
hook that was in a box marked with M. Ver­
nay’s name. So confident had tho servant been 
of his master’s trust in him, that he had left 
in that master's safe the whole of the securities 
of his nefarious investments, and there they 
were, with a systematic account of them in this 
locked book ; so that while the master, who 
was supposed to be worth his hundreds of thou­
sands, was almost a bankrupt, his clerk was a 
man of immense wealth.
When I broke the lock of that hook, and read 
down its columns, I felt a joy and a pleasure 
that would have enabled mo again to endure 
what I had suffered, if  it would have led to the 
same result.
I made notes of the whole affair, and took 
the securities into my possession, and then 
calmly waited long, long hours ; 1 could nut 
tell how long, for 1 waked up from a kind of 
stupor by the sound of a door opening, and 
then I heard the voice I knew so well—that of 
Jl. Vernay.
“ You need not stay : I can bring up all I 
need. Give me a lucifer.”
He was speaking to the porter. I heard the 
muffled-sounding footsteps; I  heard the key 
turn in the lock ; and then, as the door opened, 
1 stood face to face with my foe, and where lie 
expected to find darkness and death he found 
light and life. He saw me—saw, in my hand, 
his book that contained the secrets ofa lifetime, 
with the lock lorced—saw his schemes defeated, 
and himself an outcast. It was too much for 
his mind. He shrieked aery of mingled horror 
and (ear, and fell forward in the doorway as if 
he were dead.
I went up stairs to the office, said to the por­
ter, ‘ JI. Vernay is below in tho strong room ; 
go down and see to him ,’ and went over to the 
house.
I suffered a long illness, during the whole of 
which Victorine was my nurse, and thanks to 
that and a good constitution, I recovered, and 
got up such a clear case against Jl. Vcrnay, 
that the whole of the property I had rescued 
was restored to my unele.
To JI. Vcrnay this was a matter or indiffer­
ence, for his mind never recovered the shuck, 
and he spent the short remainder of his life in 
a criminal lunatic asylum.
The mistake of the thousand francs was easi­
ly explained by the application of a magnify­
ing glass to the figures He had cleverly alter­
ed tlie one to a nought, and bribed Francois to 
put the missing note into my room.
Need I add that I am now in possession of 
my uncle’s business, and blessed by my Victo- 
rine’s constant presence ; and further, that my 
present strong-room can he opened from the in­
side with perfect ease ?— Once a Week.
Kate Osborne’s Elopement.
Just as I had arrived at this determination, I 
perceived Mr. Arthur Lorrimer approaching 
me evidently for the purpose of b e in g  introduc­
e d . Here was a fine opportunity for commenc­
ing the new role. He gracefully, yet nonchal­
antly, begged the honor of iny hand for the 
next dance.
‘ I shall be happy to dance with you,’ I said, 
1 upon one condition.’
‘ Name it.'
‘ Promise that you will not pay any court.’
‘ I promise.’ And the gentleman kept his 
word.
To reward him for his obedience, I danced 
with him every time we met. A very pleas­
ant intimacy sprang up between us, which pure­
ly friendly as it was, had the effect of keeping 
former suitors at a distance, for which, you 
may be sure, I was truly thankful.
One splendid morning we had to meet at a 
dejeuner a la fourchette, given by Lady Lonsdale 
at her pretty villa on the banks of Thames.— 
Everything was perfect; the guests were well 
chosen, and bored each other as little as possi­
ble. J lr. Lorrimer and I walked about the 
grounfls together. Somehow or other we stray­
ed from our companions and found ourselves 
alone in a beautiful shady walk. I noticed 
that he became agitated, but this I affected not 
to perceive.
All at once he stopped short.
‘ Miss Osborne,’ he said—and though his 
voice trembled, he looked straight through me 
with those penetrating blue orbs of his—‘ Jliss 
Osborne, I have a proposition to make to you.’
‘ Speak freely,’ I replied playing with the 
cords of inantclcltc.
‘ Will you take me for a husband ?’
‘ Seriously ?’
‘ Seriously or gaily, which you will.’
‘ And this is your promise not to pay court 
to me !’
‘ it is for the surer keeping of that promise 
that I make the proposal. Look at me well.’ 
And he drew his tall figure to its utmost height.
‘ I am not altogether a bad-looking fellow.— 
Such as la m , 1 offer myself to you, with all 
my qualities, good and evil, into the bargain 
If you can like the tout ensemulc, Via will be 
married.'
‘ You are a terriblo creature,’ I ejaculated.
‘ Do you think a woman’s heart is to be carried 
by storm, in this way.’
‘ Well, I will give you twenty-four hours to 
reflect upon your answer.’
‘ Three days, or I refuse at once.’
‘ Very well. Jlind, I shall not give you an 
hour longer.’
‘ Promiso me that, meanwhile, you will 
speak no more of the m atter.’
‘ I promise.’ And he chatted upon indiffer­
ent subjects until we parted.
Three days afterwards, at the same hour of 
the day, we met at a morning concert. Mr. 
Lorrimer seated himself besides me.
‘ It is the time agreed upon,’ lie said, in a 
low tone, drawing out his watch. ‘ Your an­
swer . ’
‘ Jlr. Lorrimer, I have had many thoughts 
during these three days.’
Too many, perhaps.* And he fixed his 
searching eyes on mine.
‘ I have been thinking that you do not really 
love me.’
‘ I will prove that to you hereafter.’
‘ But I should like to be sure of it now.’ 
Sweet Kate Osborne 1 She was indeed a beauty ‘ What can I do? You have forbidden me 
after our own heart. Picture to yourself, rea- to court you.’
der, a gentle, loving, affectionate creature with ‘ I know it. Still, before I consent, I must 
those rich dark eyes that appear in their almost have one" good, undeniable proof of your love.’ 
fathomless depth, when they can he persuaded ‘ You shall have it .’
to allow you to gaze into them between the And my lover fell into a reverie which lasted 
long heavy lashes, as thick and almost as long during the remainder of the concert.
(and this is a rare attraction) on the lower eye- A short time elapsed, and I saw very little of 
lid as on the upper. There was a spice of fun, Mr. Lorrimer. I afterwards found that he had 
withal, in those wonderful eyes, that showed been absent during a part of the time. At 
itself spite of all efforts to keep it down ; and length, one beautiful July morning, my cousin 
gave evidence that sweet Kate, gentle as she formed a party to Richmond, and invited Jlr. 
was, was not without her power of self-defense, Lorrimer to form one of the party. From 
to be used on occasion. Richmond wo were to drive to some point of
But tho occasion was long w aiting; for ! interest in the neighborhood.
Kate, when we first knew her, and five or six ! Before I knew what 1 was about, I foundmy- 
years afterwards, lived secluded with her father S(df seated beside my singular suitor in his 
and an old aunt, in a retired village of York- britza.
shire. I He waves his hand to the rest of the party,
There she was worshipped at a distance by who were slowly ascending their various velii- 
the shy curate and some half-dozen of countrifi- ! cles, and giving directions to their servant, and
ed beaus, who thought her long bright curls | off we set a t full gallop
‘ What are you about?’ I  exclaimed. ‘ You 
will not d a re ---------’
‘ Dare ! to he sure I shall,’ replied my com­
panion with the most provoking nonchalance.
I scarcely knew whether to laugh or be an­
gry. I looked back at our party, intending to 
tears on her long lashes and sob in her white appeal to some one for succor, but my darling 
throat, informing us that she had received an ; lover had already placed a couple of miles be- 
invitation from a cousin in Loudon, who, al- tween us and them.
must as great a beauty as Kate herself, and ! J lr. Lorrim er,'I said, assuming a decent de­
manded a distinguished member of parliament, gree of indignation—for I was too much taken 
and was now a belle in fashionable circles. by surprise really to feel it—‘ this is an unheard
Fora long time after this we heard little of of indignity.'
our dear Kate (for she was no correspondent), ‘ No, Jliss Osborne, it is simply an elope- 
save llying rumors that she had created an im- rnent.’
uiense sensation, and had received offers innu-i I was silent. The day was splendid ; our 
merable from some of the highest “  eligibles rapid motion, as w e flew through tho a ir ,  de-  
iu the gay world. a lightfu l; and 1 resolved to await tho issue of
We have omitted to state that our favorite the adventure. We soon arrived a t a pretty 
possessed a very uiee fortune in the funds, to rural village, where we changed horses with- 
the tune of some ten thousand pounds. out leaving the carriage, and 1 found that Jlr.
Having just attained her mojority, this might Lorrimer had hired relays of post-horses at 
have had some influence in attracting suitors every stage. Thus, travelling with a very 
for her hand ; though we were then, as now, agreeable degree of speed, towards nightfall wc
unwilling to admit so sordid an element into reached the pleasant little town o f ------. Here
the scale°with our Kate’s personal and mental , my abductor conducted me to the best hotel, 
charms. ! where he had already engaged a double set of
However, truth will out, and our readers , apartments.
must digest it after their own fashion. ! ‘ Miss Osborne,’ he said, as he led me into a
The next news of Kate was considerably more large old-fashioned room, over-looking a gar- 
slartlin". Indeed, it so much unnerved us, that den, ‘ I do not intend to be an intruder. But 
we let fall a cup of exquisite gunpuwder-tea on you must be half famished. Permit me to or- 
our best Turkey carpet, scalding into the bar- der you some dinner—the best the house can af-
gain the silky right car of our graceful little ( ford.’
Italian greyhound : ‘ It is highly necessary,’ I  replied, somewhat
Kate had eloped—yes, actually eloped, or sullenly.
rather as other reports stated, she had beeu run ‘ You required a proof of my love. I  have 
away with against her will, by a tcrriablc ban- given you tho best in my power, by running 
dit ofa man, and forced to marry a t the pistol’s away with you.’
muzzle. The news was so extraordinary that ‘ A line proof! Any one else could have done 
after the first surprise we refused to believe i t ; , as much.’
but a most puzzling letter from Kate herself as-j ‘ Then why did no one else think of doing 
rured us that it was, a t least in part perfectly 1 so? But I have yet to give you a proof of my 
true. This letter, though, did not prepare us esteem, and this 1 do by retiring. Suffer me’to
and well-proportioned figure, and above all, her 
splendid dark eyes, tho very attributes of an 
eartlilv goddess.
But Kate was not destined always to remain 
iminered amid the elm-trees of Knottingly. She 
came to hid us adieu one spring morning, with
for what actually followed a fortnight after­
wards, viz, a visit from Kate.
She came flying in, arrayed in the most ele­
gant Regent-Street attire, but with a warmth 
and earnestness about her that showed that the 
fashionable world had had no power to corrupt 
her heart, or to damage in the least that honest, 
loving simplicity of character, which with all 
her beauty and all her fortune, constituted her 
principal charm.
< Why, Kate ! Kate Osborne,’ we began.
‘ Mrs. Arthur Lorrimer, if you please,’ re­
turned she, drawing herself up with a playful 
sort of dignity.
‘ 1 beg your pardon, JIrs. Arthur Lorrimer. 
Then it is all true about your marrage.’
This was said more with the view of introduc­
ing the subject than from any remaining doubt 
we had.
‘ True ? Of course it is ! Why should you 
disbelieve it, you dear old------’
As we have not yet revealed our sex, or age,
pay my respects to you in the morning.
‘ Go now, then,’ said I half laughing.
He left me ; and the next morning we were
married.
This is tho whole history of my abduction.—
It was a dangerous frolic, I must confess, and 
you will be better pleased with what follows.— 
I have persuaded my husband to buy Grange 
Hall, and we intend to settle down among you, 
and to eschew the follies of that gay world 
which suits his feeliugs no better than they do 
mine.
Thus ended Kate’s narrative.
The happy couple are living among us yet, a 
veritable Darby and Juan, surrounded by a 
large family of lovely children. Highly popu­
lar among their neighbors, their chief joys are 
in the attractions and pleasures of a home, 
celebrated through the whole country for hos­
pitality, and considered as a model home for all 
young couples.
It was midnight. Upon the steps of luxury 
sat the starveling, pale and motionless. His 
grief and want were to deep for utterance. The 
hours dragged heavily, but that poor Ione child 
heeded them not. His eyes were fastened upon 
the imagined feasts, the sight of which hunger 
has the strange power of tantalizing her victims. 
At length stiffened and chilled, he felt the dawn, 
and roused himself to look upon the face of day 
the coming Sabbath—to him what a day of 
hunger and misery ! He saw a child draw 
near, through the gray light and quickly his 
ear was saluted by a human voice speaking to 
him.
‘ What are you doing here ? Have you been 
here all night ?’
As though the hope of receiving aid from one 
scarcely less miserable than himself, had given 
voice to his woe, the poor outcast told the story 
of his mother’s death, and that he, too, was 
starving.
O ” said the otrnngor hoy, “  eomo with me 
1 will get you bread enough. There’s a baker 
round the corner, two or three blocks off, who 
has put up his shutters badly. We can get in 
and out again long before day.’
‘ Will he give us bread ?’ inquired the hun­
gry boy, but half comprehending his compan­
ion’s words.
O no,’ said the other ; but we can steal it, 
just to keep from starving.’
‘ No, no,’ was the instant reply, ‘ I  may 
starve, but I can’t steal.’
At length the stir of life warned the poor 
wanderer to quit his hard resting place.
With slow footsteps he sauntered down 
Broadway, and reached St. Paul’s just as the 
children were assembling for Sabbath School. 
Weary, yet objectless, he joined the entering 
throng, but staid his foot upon the threshold*? 
till some one noticing him, camo forward, led 
him to a scat, where listening with others to 
the words of his teacher, he forgot for a time 
his weariness and hunger. When the scholars 
dispersed, his teacher enquired where he lived, 
and soon drew from him the sad story of his 
mother’s sufferings and death, and of his own 
darkened life. With true benevolence she took 
him to her own home, and there not only were 
his present wants relieved, but his future was 
provided for, and this poor stranger became a 
sort of errand-hoy in her father’s office.
From an humhlc errand-boy in a lawyer’s of­
fice. he rose to be a lawyer, then a judge.
That poor deserted boy, who “ might starve 
but could not steal,”  is now a Christian judge, 
blessed of God and honored of men. Truly, the 
Sabbath School was to him the gateway to 
knowledge, to honor, and to religion.
But what became of the other boy who 
tempted him to steal in the Jdark hour of his 
trial ? The way to transgression may seem easy 
at first, but in the end it is very hard. -He had 
taken the first step in sin, others followed in 
quick succession, till within tho walls of a 
prison he paid the penalty of a violated law.
The foregoing incidents are strictly true.— 
They occurred in the city of New York,—S. S. 
Times.
O ur R ece ip t to  M ake C u rra n t W in e .
For several years we have made a ten gallon 
keg of currant wine, which is of ns good a 
quality as any wc have tasted, and is generally 
so pronounced by those who have had an oppor­
tunity to judge. The mode of manufacture is 
simple, and can be easily followed by any fam­
ily having the currants and the disposition to 
make the wine. For general information as 
well as in reply to private inquiries, we give 
the receipt alter which we make it, and cordial­
ly recommend it.
Tho currants should bo fully ripe when 
picked; put them into a large tub, in which 
they may remain a day or tw o; then crush 
them with the hands, unless you have a small 
patent wine-press, in which they should not be 
pressed too much, or the stems will be bruised 
and impart a disagreeable taste to the juice.— 
If the hands are used, put the crushed fruit, 
after the juice has been poured off, in a cloth
or sack, and press out the remaining juice__
Put the juice back in the tub after cleansing it, 
where it should remain about three days, un­
til the first stages of fermentation are over, and 
removing once or twice a day the scum copious­
ly arising to the top. Ttien put the juice 
into a vessel—a demijohn, keg or barrel—of 
a size to suit the quantity to be made, and,
To each quart of juice add
Three pounda uf the beat sugar,
And water sufllcienl to matte a gallon.
Thus ten quarts of juice and thirty pounds 
of sugar will give you ten gallons of wine, and 
so on in that proportion. Those who do not 
like very sweet wine can reduce the quantity 
of sugar to 2 1-2 or 2 pounds per gallon.
The cask must be full, and the bung or stop­
per left out until fermentation ceases, which 
will be in twelve or fifteen days. Jleanwhile 
the cask must be filled up daily with water, or 
what is better, currant juice left over, as fer­
mentation throws out the impure matter.— 
When fermentation ceases, rack the wine off 
carefully, either from the spiggot or by a sy­
phon, and keep running all the time. Cleanse 
the cask thoroughly with boiling water, then 
return the wine, bung up tightly, and let stand 
for four or five months, when it will be fit to 
drink, and can he bottled if desired.
All the vessels, casks, &c., should be perfect­
ly sweet, and the whole operation should be 
done with an eye to cleanliness. In such event, 
every, drop of brandy or other spiritous liquors 
idded will detract from the flavor of the wine, 
and will not in the least degree increase its 
keeping qualities. Currant wine made in this 
way, will keep for an age, unless it is—drank 
— Germantown Telegraph.
W ash in g  D ay.
‘ Husband, can’t you manage to take dinner 
out to-day?’ asked Mrs Squiggles of her part­
ner, on Monday, as she stood ruminating over 
a huge pilo of ‘ wash clothes.’ ‘ We have a 
very heavy wash, to-day, and the fact is, I don’t 
want you around. Jlen folks are such ‘ bothers’ 
of a Alonday.’ Now, this was spoken in no 
very flattering tone, and poor Squiggles was 
somewhat nettled thereat. ‘ Yes,’ answered 
he, ‘ and I don't care if I remain out a week. 
A confounded bore these washing-days are ! 
Suds and slops—sour looks and ill words 1’
Squiggles did not go home to dinner, but 
happened into tho house of an intimate friend, 
thinking all the while as he awaited the trying 
pause which always precedes a dinner, that his 
friend Pimpkins must be the happiest fellow in 
the world, until lie happened to overhear,—by 
accident, of course,—a conversation between 
stiid worthy and his spouse. ‘ Well, you ought 
to have known it was washing-day, and I ’d 
rather any ono else than Squiggles should have 
been invited, they say he is so fault-finding at 
home. No wonder his wife likes to have him 
out of the bouse on such occasions. Well, he’ll 
get but a ‘ picked up mess ’ here.' Squiggles 
gasped for breath. ‘ Don’t talk so loud, dear, 
don’t talk so luud ;’ and in a moment after, in 
stepped the amiable JIrs. Pimpkins, with the 
happy fellow ’ her husband. ‘ W hy, how do 
you do, Mr- Squiggles ? I am so glad to see you. 
How is your wife?’ But Squiggles could only 
answer in monosyllables. He bad heard too 
much, and inwardly he resolved to lighten the 
cares of his wife on a washing-day. Well, tho 
dinner wasn’t'mueh, but the lesson had been 
of benefit, and when Squiggles stepped into his 
own house that evening, Mrs. S. was much sur­
prised to mark the change that had come over 
him, and noticed, with reciprocity, his happy 
and encouraging tone, os he sought to enliven 
her a t the close of that eventful washing-day. 
As Munday succeeded Munday, so did some new 
feature of kindness on the part of Squiggles de­
velop itself, until finally, Mrs. S. was heard to 
declare, she ‘ didn’t know how she could get 
along, o fa  Monday, unless Squiggles was some­
where about the house.’—Portland Prcu.
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Kiuit County Republican Convention.
The citlxena of Knox County, who sustain the present 
National Administration, either as Republicans or Union 
men, will meet in Convention in the Court Room, in Wil­
son & Wbl-e’s Block, Rockland, on SATURDAY,the ninth 
day of August next, at 10 o’clock, A. M., to nominate can­
didates for Sh eriff , two Senators, a Register of 
Deeds, a County Attorney, one County Commission­
er, and h County T reasurer, to be supported at the 
ensuing election, and io transact any other business that 
may properly come before the Convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows : Each 
cltv, town or plantation shall be entitled to one delegate. 
Each city, town or plantation that cast thitty votes for 
the republican candidate for Governor in 1661,shall be en­
titled to an additional delegate, and one delegate foi every 
fltty votes for said candidate In 1861, above thirty, a ma­
jority fraction of fifty votes to be entitled to an addilionai 
delegate
On this basis the delegation will bsas follows:—Apple- 
ton 4, Camden 9, Cushing 1, Friendship 1, Hope 4, North 
Haven 2, Rockland 10, So. Thomaston 4, St. George 2, 
Thomaston 5, Union 5, Vinalhaven 3, Warren 5, Washing­
ton 4, Matinicus Isle 1, Muscle Ridge 1.
C. PRINCE, J r , } Republican
G. W. KIMBAl.L. J» , > County 
T. R. SIMONTON, )  Committee.
June 24th, 1662.
O ld o r N ew  R eg im en ts .
The question now presents itself to every 
new volunteer for the Union army whether he 
shall choose service in a new regiment or in 
one already in the field. For the efficiency of 
the army and the more immediate increase of 
the strength of our forces, the choice should un­
doubtedly be to enter some one of the old regi­
ments now in the Army of the Potomac. For 
the less exposure of the recruit to the dangers 
and privations of the service, or for affording a 
better opportunity for becoming acquainted 
with the life and duties of the Boldier before 
being called into action, the decision might 
seem to be influenced in favor of a new regi­
ment, but we think the volunteer will make a 
mistake who chooses a new regiment with the 
expectation of securing any advantages in this 
respect. When the recruit goes into a new 
regiment he is with a thousand men who are 
ail, like himself, unacquainted with camp life, 
and who must experience all the disadvantages 
of the process of learning how to make the most 
and the best of a soldier’s life. When a volun­
teer goes into action with a new regiment, he 
is exposed to all the risks to which an inexpe­
rienced body of troops who have never been 
under firo are liable. On the other hand, the 
volunteer who goes into a company in an old 
regiment is placed at once among comrades 
who can save him many discomforts and per­
plexities, by teaching him a t once the results of 
their experience, and when he goes into battle, 
he feels that he is marching under the colors of 
a regiment which has already a reputation, a 
portion of which henceforth is his inheritance, 
and that he stands shoulder to shoulder with 
veteran 6oldiers, with whom he can render 
most effective service and at the same time be 
less liable to disaster than in the ranks of an 
inexperienced regiment. Besides, the volun­
teer secures a larger compensation for enlisting 
in a regiment already in the field.
The great need of the country is now the im­
mediate reinforcement of the Army of the Poto­
mac by filling up the old regiments. To this 
object let the efforts of the people be directedwith , 
such energy and spirit as shall speedily secure 
the desired result. The following article from 
the Boston Advertiser Eeems to us so correct and 
so much to the purpose upon this subject, that 
we copy it entire and commend it to the active 
consideration of the public.
“  A letter from General McClellan to the 
Governor of Maine is said to declare that 50.000 
men thrown into the old regiments of the Army 
of the Potomac, would be better than 100,000 
organized as new regiments. It is easy to see 
that tliis must be so. The 50,000 recruits would 
be quickly absorbed and assimilated to the mass 
of the army. They would bring new life and 
animation ; in return they would gain the con­
fidence imparted by experienced associates, and 
in a 6hort time they would place the army once 
more on an effective footing. On the other 
hand the 100 new regiments would be a weak 
point in our line for months, even if months 
were not necessary for preparation before they 
couid take their place in the line at all. It 
ought therefore to be considered that every State 
which encourages the formation of new regi­
ments to the neglect of those now existing, and 
every man who iu6ists upon entering a new reg­
iment rather than an old one, is doing what is 
possible to defer the day when the campaign can 
he actively resumed.
All this we suppose, is well understood. Wiiy 
then do we find such a strong preference for en­
tering new organizations ? Do those who exhib­
it this preference conceive that their motives 
are such as will bear the light? Are they en­
tering the service from patriotic impulses, who 
are reluctant to serve where their country not 
only needs them, but where it is a t this instant 
suffering more than it is wise to tell, for want 
of their aid ? It is unnecessary to speak of those 
who wish to bear commissions in a new army ; 
but as regards those who are content to bear 
arms in the ranks, and those who have influ­
ences upon them,—it is hard to see how they 
can avoid the controlling force of argument 
like that of General McClellan’s letter, or to 
appreciate rightly the considerations which 
prompt them to encounter the miseries and ac­
tual dangers of an inexperienced regiment in its 
first essay in warfare, rather than enter the 
ranks of one that has learned how to live and 
take care of itself, as well as how to fight.
The urgency of the case is so evident, how­
ever, and the reasons for a t once recruiting the 
old regiments appeal so strongly to the heart 
of the country, that we cannot doubt that this 
matter will soon be felt in its true relations by 
every loyal man. And meantime it seems to 
be important that men should be sent forward 
as fast as recruited, instead of being collected 
at the North in large camps. If a single com­
pany of a single regiment can be brought up to 
the standard of effective strength, this should 
be done at once. Let the army feel that it is 
growing in strength, even if it grows slowly ; 
let the recruit he placed where he eau become 
useful the soonest, and where he can learn his 
duties practically and therefore most advanta­
geously. I f  there are scattered through these 
States so many as 5000 recruits for existing 
regiments on the James river, who does not sec 
that it is of vital consequence that the men 
should now be in camp, and that in raising the 
next 5000 we should not wait until the whole 
are mustered, before giving the army the bene­
fit of any? And who does not see that it will 
tend to inspire the country with new animation, 
when it is felt that every man who is raised is a 
practical and immediate relief to our brethren 
in arms?”
g r  The mo6t serious mistake which has been 
made by our government during the progress of 
the war, was the stopping of enlistments a t a 
time when men were coming readily forward to 
fill the ranks of our regiments. Had a policy 
of constant enlistments been adopted, we 
might now have had, to meet the emergency 
which has arisen, a large number of effective 
and well-drilled regiments to answer the call 
for more troops without a moment's delay, and 
this a t a va6t saving of time and expense to 
the country.
We refer to this mistake now, only to urge 
upon the people the duty to see to it tha t it  
does not occur again. I t would be inexcusable 
should the government fail to learn a lesson 
from this unpleasant experience. We hope 
that now there will be no end of recruiting 
till the end of the war. We cannot afford to 
lack men again, and to wait for the process of 
raising and drilling them, if  it  is possible to
have them already raised and drilled, when they 
shall be needed. I f  the 300,000 troops now 
called for can be raised during the next month, 
we believe the best and cheapest policy would 
be for the President to call for as many more, 
and to push forward enlistments through the 
fall months. The present is the most unfavor­
able season o f  the year for enlistments. In the 
late autumn it is different, and during tile 
months of October and November there will 
doubtless be large numbers willing to enlist.— 
The war spirit should be vigorously kept up 
until the Rebellion receives its death-blow, and 
whenever men are willing to offer their services 
to the country the opportunity should be at 
once presented to to them. The people must 
act vigorously and at once to finish this war 
and put dot^i rebellion before the impending 
danger of foreign intervention shall be brought 
upon us, and if we suffer that alternative to 
occur, then indeed must the people take the 
sword as one man to Bare the country in the 
laBt struggle for national life and the ascenden­
cy of republican institutions in America, which 
hard conflict they can now easily avert by vig­
orous action in the present crisis.
T he B eason  W hy .
We heard a captain in one of our Maine reg­
iments remark a few days since, that there was 
hardly an able-bodied man to be found at home 
in Virginia, except “  poor white trash ”  not fit 
for service—nearly every man being in the ar­
my. This is said to he the case throughout the 
rebel States—almost every man who can bear 
a musket has entered the rebel army or been 
forced into the ranks by conscription. This in­
dicates the desperate Bpirit which has charac­
terized the rebel States throughout the war. 
They are, and have been, terribly in earnest— 
they have staked everything upon their des­
perate and iniquitous proceeding, and have 
determined to have no intermediate choice 
between success and ruin. The loyal States 
have double their resources in men, money and 
material, and treble their advantages in nearly 
every respect, and yet tho rebels are outnum­
bering our forces iu the field. And why is this? 
It is because the rebels have staked all upon 
the issue and are straining every nerve and giv­
ing every man to their desperate attempt, while 
the Northern States are not showing half their 
strength, and are protracting the war with easy 
confidence in their superior resources, instead 
of bringing those gigantic resources to Bear in 
one mighty blow which should crush rebellion 
forever and end the war in ninety days. We 
have the strength in reserve, and dole it out in 
ea6y enstalmcnts, which arc slowly deteriorat­
ing it, instead of puting it forth in one grand 
advance, and paying off traitors a t once. If  
accounts are true the loyal States might send 
forth all their men capable of bearing arms, 
between the ages of 18 and 45 and then be far bet­
ter off a t home than the rebels. If  this is true, 
does it not reflect upon our devotion and pur­
pose in carrying on this contest ? Shall rebels 
and traitors do more for their hellish cause than 
we for Liberty and Union ? The rebels arc 
maintaining their army of traitors against the 
justly-armed legions of the nation, and main­
taining a position in the eyes of foreign nations 
which may even secure the intervention of 
European nations in favor of their independence, 
while the loyal people of the United States, 
holding the power to crush this foul serpent, 
suffer it still to writhe and hiss defiance in the 
face of the nation. This must not be bo. Tho 
country must awake in earnest—the blow must 
be struck witli all the might which the gigantic 
reserve power of the people possesses, and the re­
bellion be crushed and exterminated before the 
year goes out, if we would buy most cheaply 
the continued existence of the Union and the
precious liberties which are bound up in its ' 
glorious fabric.
B y  The favorite steamer M. Sanford is doing 
a most thriving business on the Boston nnd Ban- j 
gor route this season. On a recent trip to Bos- i 
ton, we found her filled with passengers and j 
freight almost to the full extent of her ample j 
and excellent accommodations. Mr. Merrill ■ 
efficiently fills the post of chief clerk this sea- j 
son, to the entire satisfaction of the patrons of 
the boat, to whom he has been so long known, 
and while Mr. Wall has resigned the super­
vision of the tables to fill his present position 
as assistant clerk, our recent experience assures 
ub that the reputation of the Sanford's euisine 1 
will suffer nothing at the hands of the present 
steward, Mr. Reqca. The Sanford is an ex­
cellent 6ea-boat, the ease of motion with which 
she “  walks the waters ”  adding much to the 
comfort of the passenger, she is always in “  ap­
ple-pie order,” and deserves the generous pat­
ronage which she is receiving from the travel­
ing public. I t is superfluous to add that Mr. 
Farwell, bo long the steamboat agent par excel­
lence for this city, still transacts the Sanford’s 
business here to the entire satisfaction of the 
public.
The Continental Monthly for August is 
received. It contains the conclusion of Mr. 
Kirke’s graphic and engrossing story, “  Among 
the Pines,”  and the commencement of a new 
serial story by the same author, entitled “  A 
Merchant Story.”  Mr. Kimball’s very in­
teresting new story “  Was he successful ?” is 
continued. We have not yet found time for a 
perusal of the number, but the tabic of con­
tents promises many valuable articles. The 
Continental is sold at the bookstores.
y R c v .  Isaac S. Kalloch, of New York, 
preached at the first Baptist Church, in this 
city, last Sunday forenoon, on “  Slavery and 
the W ar.”  The church waB crowded with 
hearers and the sermon is spoken of as one of 
Mr. K .’s ablest and most eloquent efforts.
I s  T h is  so ?
One of our brave hoys of Co. K., says tho 
Belfast Age, who is occasionally detailed to 
carry the sick and wounded to the hospital, 
does not seem satisfied with the disposal of the 
contents of the boxes sent to the sick in the 
army. W riting under date of Harrison’s 
Landing, 20th inst., he says :
“  Since I have carried the sick to the hospital 
in the morning, I have seen surgeons and hos­
pital pimps amounting to some thirteen, mak­
ing their living upon what is intended for the 
sick. Large boxes have been sent from the 
Sanitary Commission, containing wines, bran­
dies, jellies and other delicacies for the sick, 
and you cannot find one in the hospital, or who 
has come out of it, who haB ever Been or re­
ceived any. I  know of my own knowledge 
that a large box recently came filled with tiiese 
delicacies, and while none of them have found 
their way into the hospital, I have seen those 
precisely similar upon the surgeons’ tables.— 
It is well for onr folks at home to ascertain if 
these rarities and nicities sent to the sick and 
wounded in the hospitals actually reach them, 
or if instead, they are consumed by the attend­
ants thereupon.”
A Good Suggestion.—A writer in the Ban­
gor Whig suggests that all the citizens of the 
State who can march, without regard to what 
the law calls a soldier, devote one half day each 
week to military drill and instrnction. I t  is a 
capital suggestion, one which ought to be car- 
lied  into practice.
F a rso n  B row nlow ’s Book.
Undoubtedly no record of personal adven­
ture and contemporaneous history ever met 
with such a reception and sale as waited on the 
volume from the pen of Rev. W. Q. Brownlow, 
recently issued from the press of Mr. Geo. W. 
Childs, of Philadelphia. More than 75,000 
copies of this work had been ordered several 
weeks ago and orders still flow in upon the 
publisher. Mr. Brownlow's book forms a vol­
ume of nearly 500 pages, graphically illustra­
ted, and~Kaving a fine portrait of the author.
The book is in two parts, the first sketching 
“  the rise progress, and decline of Secession ”  
and illustrated by extracts from Mr. Brown- 
low’s editorials and speeches, and the second 
giving his prison-diary and the record of his 
escape to tho free air of the loyal States. Mr. 
Brownlow receives a per ccntage upon every 
copy of his book sold, and there can be no 
doubt that the results will fully enable him to 
carry out his cherished purpose for the re­
establishment of the Knoxville Whig.
We cut the following from a notice of Mr. 
Brownlow and his book in the Philadelphia 
Press:
Mr. Brownlow's narrative of events, during 
the terrible infliction of Secession in Tennessee, 
bears the impress ol plain truth. The more 
striking of these events have been very artis­
tically represented in the well-designed wood 
engravings which copiously illustrate the vol­
ume, In every instance, Mr. Brownlow gives 
dates, locality, circumstances, and names of 
the parties. There is no evasion,—no holding 
back. He returns to Tennessee with his book 
in it is hand, daring any man to impeach its veraci­
ty as to facts therein set forth. I t is true that 
some of the deeds therein recorded are so vile, 
and wicked, and brutal as to seem almost ln- 
creditable. But the record, writ “ more in sor­
row than in anger,” is fatally true. The pub­
lisher (Mr. G. W. Childs) has received an a t­
testation of this truth from one best qualified 
to judge, the Hon. Horace Maynard, Member 
of Congress for East Tennessee, which we sub­
join. It is dated “  House of Representatives, 
Washington, July 7, 1862,” and runs thus :
“  I have neglected to acknowledge an early 
copy of Mr. Brownlow’s hook. I have read it 
with great interest. The biographical portion 
was, much of it, new to me, as it will be to 
thousands of his friends, who have known him 
only during the last twenty years. They will 
value it.
The political writings are not new ; I  read 
them, as from time to time, they were publish­
ed in my swn city, through the columns of his 
paper. Read, however, by the light of subse­
quent events, they discover new points. They 
I show that the writer full appreciated the signifi­
cance of passing events, and comprehended the 
: future witli a sagacity little short of prescience. 
The personal narrative is painfully attractive, 
though I cannot say it is new. The localities 
and the persons men tioned are all fam i 1 iar to me. 
In some of the incidents I participated ; of the 
i others I have heard through different sources.
I Yet I recur to them with wonder ns to a be­
wildering dream. As soon as it can reach the 
people of East Tennessee, the scene of these 
thrilling events, it will be devoured witli avidi­
ty. I t forms an important chapter in the his­
tory of that devoted region. And every Ameri­
can citizen who desires to obtain an inside view 
of the rebellion, will find it no less instructive 
than interesting.
As I would have expected, from my intimate 
i acquaintance with the author, the work is pre­
pared with very little artistic sk ill; a straight­
forward, truthful, forcible, unembellished statc- 
! ment of those things which he wishes his read- 
‘ ers to know. It is the outspoken language of 
an earnest, sincere, and resolute man ; and as 
such it will make a profound impression.”
We call attention to the advertisement 
of the “  Highland Boarding School for Boys ” 
in this paper. This is a most excellent family 
school, pleasantly and healthfully located, and 
its principal, Dr. True, is an accomplished and 
experienced teacher and entirely worthy the 
confidence of parents and guardians.
American Agriculturist.—The August num­
ber of this ne plus ultra of agricultural jour-
the Editor, Mr. Judd, (now iu Europe) relat­
ing to the Show of the Royal Agricultural So­
ciety in London and the crop prospects in 
Europe ; a prize article on breeding and fatten­
ing swine ; Tim Bunker on tiie Cost of Pride ; 
the third of the monthly crop reports ; por­
traits of remarkable strawberries which took 
prizes a t the late show a t the Agriculturist 
office; many other articles of great interest 
and several excellent Engravings. The Agri­
culturist is only §1,00 a year. Published by 
Orange Judd, 41 Park Row, New York.
y  The Maine 14th, Col. Nickerson, was at 
Baton Rouge, La, on the 9th inst. The regi­
ment now numbers 995 men fit for duty, and 
their health and discipline is all that could be
j desired. The regiment received quite a nuin- 
j her of recruits in New Orleans, nearly all of 
whom had heretofore served under the old flag.
A Compliment to the Maine 4rn.—During 
the operations of our army between Yorktown 
' and Richmond, Gen. Ileintzlcman has frequent­
ly bad occasion to test the capabilities of the 
various regiments embraced in his command.— 
As he has almost invariably drawn upon the 
Maine 4th for men to do special duties requir­
ing marked heroism and dispatch, some one 
asked him the reason of such partiality.— 
“  Why, s ir ,” replied the veteran, “  tha t’s the 
best regiment under my command; it could 
furnish a corps of brigadiers as good as any in 
tiie army—that’s the reason of my partiality 
towards i t .”
Q T Over six hundred men are now in camp 
in Augusta, for the 16th regiment. One hun­
dred came in on the 28th. The regiment will 
doubtless he ready to leave for tho seat of war 
within ten days.
S T  Dr. H. C. Levensaler of St. George, has 
been appointed by the Governor Assistant Sur­
geon of the 19th regiment.
L ieut. Adeldert Ames.—Our gallant towns­
man, Lieut. Ames, (commanding Battery A, of 
the 5th U. S. Artillery.) is achieving honorable 
distinction in the national service. He per­
formed brave service a t tiie battles of Ciiieka- 
hominy and Malvern Hill, as will be seen by the 
following extract from the report of Col. Gerty. 
He had two horses shot under him in the last 
named battle, and the coolness and bravery he 
there displayed, as he rode from gun to guD, 
cheering on his men, wa6 especially noticed by 
his superior officers.
“ On the morning of the 27th of June, Ames’ 
Battery (‘ A ’ of the 5th,U. S. Artillery,) of six 
12-poundcr guns was ordered to the Division of 
Brig. Gen. VV. T. Smith. * •  Ames’ Battery 
was placed in position, with other batteries, on 
a knoll about seven hundred yards in rear of the 
earth work thrown up the previous night in 
the wheat field near James Garnet’s house. 
Whilst in this position it  waB subject to a terrific 
cannonading from the guns of the enemy, placed 
in redoubts, nnd from their field batteries, 
there being in all, probably twenty-four guns. 
At the battle of Malvern Hill, Ju ly  1st, 1862, 
Arnes’ Battery was posted on the right of the 
main road leading by the house, nnd, with other 
batteries, was supported by the division of Gen. 
Morcll. lhe Battery remained on tho field du- 
rlI?S the entire day, and was handled with great 
skill, Over 1300 rounds of ammunition were 
expended by the Battery during the day.
1st Lieut. Ames, commanding Battery A, 5th 
Artillery, deserves particular mention for gal­
lantry and skill a t the battles of Chickahominy 
and Malvern H ill.”
Tho Portland Press states that Captain 
James D. Fessenden, son of Senator Fessenden, 
is now acting Colonel of a regiment of colored 
troops a t Port Royal.
For the Gntelle.
S o ld iers’ M eeting  a t  R o ckport.
On Thursday evening, a very large meeting 
was held in Rockport, to give encouragement to 
the soldiers who have enlisted for the war.— 
The quota of Camden—fifty men—having been 
made up, forty of whom h ad been enliBted by 
G. F. Burgess. The recruits are mostly young 
men, and composed of the very best of our town. 
At an early hour a large delegation of tiie 
peoplo of Camden village with the Camden 
Bund, led by P. Stevens, their gentlemanly and 
patriotic leader came over. The recruits and 
a large crowd of several hundred were addressed 
in words of patriotic cheer by T. R. Simonton, 
VV. H. Washburn, David Talbot, H. B. Eaton, 
Geo. Easterbrook, N. T. Talbot, Dr. Haven, 
P. J .  Carleton, Joseph Andrews, Geo. R. 
Palmer and G. F. Burgess. The two last were 
of the recruits who showed their ability to leg­
islate and govern, as well as fight, and we may 
well feel proud of such men as have enlisted 
here. They will leave immediately for Bath, 
the rendezvous of the 19th Regiment, Col. 
Sewell.
While Camden, before this, had sent more 
than a hundred to the war, they have almost 
wholly enlisted in other towns. The feeling 
now is, that this should be a Camden company, 
and be commanded by Q. F. Burgess, Esq., who 
has mainly recruited them.
The time has como when we must rise up in 
force to quell this gigantic rebellion, let the 
sacrifice be what it  may. Parents must give 
their sons to the war. One incident in the re­
cruiting here is worthy of mention. A widow 
lady, (Mrs. Robert Thorndike,) came and en­
listed the son of her old age, saying sho wished 
she had ten sons to give to the war, for whom 
three times three cheers were given a t the meet­
ing. This is the right spirit, may many others 
do likewise.
T.
B o u n ty  increased  to  $125.
A large meeting of our citizens was held on 
Tuesday evening, a t which it was unanimous­
ly voted to instruct tie City Council to increase 
the city bounty from §55 to §125. Enlist­
ments have been slow, but we hope now to see 
our quota speedily filled up.
Belfast in tue Van —Tiie quota of Belfast 
is sixty-one men, and ib, or will be full this 
week. Up to Thursday morning, fifty-six men 
had been enlisted, nnd they are as fine a body 
of volunteers as could be found.
Religious Notice.—VVe are desired to an­
nounce that Rev. J .  J. Austin, (Universalis!) 
of Kendall, New York, will preach at the Uni- 
versalist Church, in this city, next Sunday and 
the Sabbath following, at the usual hours for 
divine services. A collection will be taken at 
the close of each afternoon service towards de­
fraying the expense of these services. We learn 
that many members of this congregation,— 
whose pulpit lias been vacant Bince the re­
moval of Rev. Mr. Skinner—are desirous of 
making an effort to secure again the privileges 
of public worship.
Sanitary Commission.—A meeting in aid of 
the SaLitary Commission was held in the square 
in front of Kimball Block, a t 4 o’clock last 
Sunday afternoon. Hon. N. A. Farwell presi­
ded and Mr. Win. II. Hadley, agent of the Com­
mission, addressed the people in its behalf. He 
was followed bv Rev. I. S. Kalloch, who made 
a brief but veiy eloquent address. A collection 
was taken, and a committee of two persons in 
each ward was raised to canvass the city for aid 
to the Commission.
Important Lectures.—Dr. Gleason, of Phil­
adelphia, tho popular lecturer on Physical Ed­
ucation, who has just given such universal 
satisfaction in Belfast, began a course of his 
celebrated lectures in Atlantic Hall, last eve­
ning. After years of extensive travel in Europe, 
the Dr. has been able tc present to the public,
the richest Anatomical Cabinet in tho known 
world. A view of the beautiful and costly j 6jon of  tiie crisis have passed by—after so many 
specimens which the Dr. exhibited last evening ; stragglers have come in and all united testi- 
is well worth the cost of Admission. Dr. G lea-! mony has been sifted, there are some who are 
son is a powerful speaker and handles his sub- not yet accounted for. The following is the 
jeet with masterly skill. We hope our citizens present list of missiDg :
will not fail to avail themselves of the rare op 
portunity of acquiring this most important 
knowledge.
We cut the following paragraph from the 
Belfast Journal with reference to cures perform­
ed by Dr. G. in that city :
“  Dr. Gleason at the American House is 
doing a great deal for the relief of suffering hu­
manity, bis rooms being thronged continually. 
About a dozen operations for strabismus, or 
cross eyes, have been perbrmed by the doctor, 
all of which have been successful. Among these 
is the case of a lad employed in the Btorc of 
Messrs. Howes & Co., whose painful obliquity 
of vision was remedied at once. He also opera­
ted for cataract upon Mis. Ilayford, an aged 
lady, who has been totally blind for many 
years, and the result is a complete restoration 
of sight. We speak of what we have seen and 
know to be true.”
g rG a p t. Israel Snow of this city, was the 
purchaser of the Rockland Marine Railway, 
sold at auction on the 26th inst., with a #  its 
real and personal property and immunities for 
about §4,000.
Photograph Albums, are all the rage, and the 
place to get them is at Andrew’s Bookstore, 
for he has just opened a new lot of elegant 
styles. He also keeps a splendid assortment of 
picture frames from the neat little affair for 
Gardes de Visetes, to the largest oval and square 
frame desired.
L e tte r  from  th e  School-Boy.
Bethel, July 27.
Dear Gazette 1 have a few words for you 
about the L'mhagog Lake.
The Umbagog is situated in the northern 
part of Oxford county, in the midst of an al­
most unbroken wilderness. It is twenty-six 
miles from Bethel in a northerly direction, to 
which runs a stage-coach (Win. F. Lovejoy, 
proprietor) twice a week to the little town of 
Upton, situated at the foot of the Lake. This 
Lake is about ten miles in length and the \h s t 
of a chain of lakes running in a southerly d i ­
rection. I t  is an irregular, rather shallov
find this a very pleasant place of resort in the 
summer season. A small steamer has recently 
been built for the accomodation of pleasure 
seekers and a new hotel fitted up nt the foot of 
the Lake. Guides, well acquainted with all 
tho different points and scenes of interest can 
readily be obtained. Prominent among these 
is J .  G. Rich, Esq., who, having spent fifteen 
years in hunting, is well acquainted with the 
whole region, and his services are of the utmost 
importance to the uninitiated. He has a prim­
itive hotel at the foot of Richardson’s Lake 
ere he accomodates fishing, hunting and 
pleasure parties from Boston, New York and 
other cities. These parties always succeed in 
finding an abundance of fish, and, a t the proper 
6easun, a supply of game. I t is no small sport 
to a “  Waltonian ”  to pull trout weighing 
from one to Beven or eight pounds. The im­
mense wilderness north of here abounds in 
moose, bears and other wild animals which 
make fine sport for the hunter.
Yours truly,
G. L. Abbott.
sheet of water with grassy, low shores. The u 
noblo Androscoggin river takes its rise here anil, 
after flowing about 160 miles, joins the noble 1 
Kennebec. The scenery around this Lake is 
the most romantic that can be found in the 
New England States. These lakes abound with 
trout, as do all the ponds in their vicinity.
For this reason many tourists from the cities
F ro m  th e  4 th  R eg im ent.
July 23, 1862.
The following letter was written by our 
Chaplain, Mr. Chaso, seven or eight days ago, 
but being suddenly taken ill he was obliged to 
leave it in an unfinished state. At his request 
I forward it, that our friends in Maine may 
learn something of our condition through the 
columns of the Gazette.
The sickness of our Chaplain, we have rea­
son to hope will not prove scriouB, for even 
now he seems to be recovering.
His humane exertions in behalf of the sick 
and wounded while on tho retreat, and his con­
stant and thoughtful care which for years many 
of us will remember with gratitude, was too 
great a tax upon his physical powers, and he 
has been obliged to keep his bed for several 
days past. The regiment is pleasantly located 
in a grovo on the border of a small creek—and 
every thing here tends to improve health, ex­
cepting the water, which is rather bad. Every 
thing remains quiet and ’tis very probable that 
wo may make a stay of a number of weeks 
here. T.
Harrison’s Landing.
J ames R iver 
July 16
Mr. Editor.—I do not write to toll you that 
our present camp is in a new location or to say 
that the Grand Potomac Army, the nation's 
best, lias suddenly and unexpectedly shifted to 
a new and better base of operations, for this 
fact you learned days ago.
Your readers already know that Gen. Mc­
Clellan has swapped the Pamunkey for the 
James river, whose waters are both more capa­
cious as a channel and harbor of supplies and 
also reach to the very citadel of Rebellion, thus 
affording a highway to victory. Our enemies 
themselves being judges.
Tile transmit to this place was highly success­
ful, and evinced the highest order of general­
ship—a generalship marked by its shrewd, con 
servative economy and its cool audacity.
Richmond, through her late papers, trem­
blingly acknowledges the advantage gained by 
tho superiority of our new position. She fears 
a gun-boat fleet, hut she more greatly fears a 
fleet and army united.
But I have neither time nor purpose for com­
ment. I  write to allay the anxiety of tho 
many friends of the regiment. I t will be a sat­
isfaction to all interested, to know that the 4th 
was not actually engaged in any of the late 
battles. Our loss is therefore small, consisting 
—with one snd exception—of those who can 
only be classed as missing or prisoners, and 
those who have died from disease. Of the lat­
ter class there are three ; namely :
Mr. S. P. Blinn, Co. Q., deceased July 2d.
Sergeant E. D. McClure, July 11th, of per­
foration of intestines.
B. F. Pottle, Co. C., July 12th, fever.
The above are all deeply mourned.
Sergeant McClure waB a young man of su­
perior refinement, ability and character. Ilis 
praise is on every tongue ; his memory is pre­
cious.
It is a painful duty to record the death of 
Harry Cowen, a sergeant of Co. B. Ho was 
instantly killed by a piece of shell, a t the battle 
of Malvern Hill, Tuesday, Ju ly  1st—the last 
day of the fight. The regiment boasted ot no 
better or braver soldier than he ; but he now 
lies in his final resting place, lamented and 
honored by all who knew him.
Another noble member of Co. B., Charles 
F. Wood, was severely, perhaps mortally 
wounded, the same day. His case is uncertain, 
if alive he is probably a prisoner. There was 
neces8arially almost endless confusion and scat­
tering among the Bick and wounded on the re­
treat, and to preserve a clear history of each 
case, much more to attend to tho wants of all, 
under such circumstances, would requiro omni­
presence ou the part of surgeon, chaplain and 
comrades.
Now after the din, dust, smoke, and confu
)I?G. )
«, Va., } 
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Company A ,—H. E. McCausland.
I. O. Snow.
Thomas Dawson.
Company B,—Charles F. Wood.
Company C,—Frank Leach.
Company D ,—Patrick O’Brien.
Company E,— William Perkins.
Abram Gamnge.
Company F,—A Rowell, (prisoner.)
F. O. J . Hill, (prisoner.)
E. J . Hill, (wounded & pris.) 
E. Langill.
J .  C. Garnett.
Company G,—D. O. Howard.
Company II,—Thomas F. Green.
Company I ,—Ezra Fisher.
Charles Purker.
Benj. Nickerson.
Company K,—John F. Shuman.
During our retreat to the James river our 
regiment was placed in many critical situations, 
and at times the prospect of reaching the river 
looked gloomy indeed, but the unsurpassed gal­
lantry of our batteries, the splendid fighting 
qualities, and firmness of our troops, as the 
heavy columns of the enemy surged against 
them ; the wisdom displayed by our Generals 
in choice of positions—all combined rolled back 
in confusion the desperate and drunken legions 
of the South, securing safety and order to our 
immense train of teams and to our retiring 
troops. Day after day the next regiment in our 
front and on our right or left had to give and 
receive fire yet ours was strangely and wonder­
fully spared.
This surprising fact bringing joy to so many 
hearts at home, is cause for the greatest grati­
tude for it can only be interpreted by him who 
believes in a super-human Providence, that this 
is the fruit of earnest, fervent prayer. The ear 
of heaven has been open to the tearful plead 
ings of our friends a t home. And thus, have 
blessings priceless and innumerable been shower- 
upon us. B. A. Chase.
rom Galvaston.—The steamer De 
cruising off Galvaston, has lately captured two 
vessels, each with four hundred bales of cotton 
on hoard.
A po6so of New York Policemen, who were 
detailed to assist in carrying some sick and 
wounded soldiers to the hospital on their arri­
val at New York, were so much affected a t the 
condition of the men, that they a t once sub­
scribed §30 and applied it to the purchase of 
slippers and undershirts for the sufl'erers. The 
police in several other precincts are to follow 
their example in Bimular gifts.
U. S. District Attorneys Smith and Hall of 
New York city have given notice that after the 
first of August they shall promptly prosecute 
any issuo of paper commonly called “  shinplas- 
tors.”
Counterfeit Postage Stamps.—A counterfeit 
of the twenty-four cent postage stamp made its 
appearance in this city yesterday.— Unlike the 
genuine, it has no figures in the corner, and 
the words “  U. S. Postage, Twenty-four 
Cents,” instead of being part above and part 
below the head, form a circle about it.—The 
face is broader than in the genuine. The coun­
terfeit may be easily detected.—Portland Press.
Br Navy.—The New York Times, in giving 
some statistics relating to the progress of our 
navy during the rebellion, says :
I t will be seen that the entire strength of 
our navy is close upon three hundred vessels, 
nearly all of which are propelled by steam ; 
and that among these are two iron-clad frigates, 
twenty-three iron-clad gunboats, and a good 
stock of the highly effective naval weapon, the 
ram. Of the latter the number can be increas­
ed indefinitely, and at any moment as they may 
be needed. All we have to do is to fit a beak 
on to any Blanch Bteani craft, plate its must 
vulnerable parts, alid it is ready lor service in 
sinking and destroying wooden walls, or what­
ever else it can get a drive at. In this way the 
magnificent ocean steamship Vanderbilt was 
fitted up in a short time in this port, and sent 
down to Hampton Roads for a tilt with the 
Merrimac ; and the river ram fleet of Col. Eilct 
was also turned out in the same way.
We believe that these three hundred armed 
vessels are a match for any nayal force that any 
one, or any two foreign powers could send to 
these shores ; and a t the same time they could 
keep the rebels in easy check. We have, or 
will have directly, a larger number of iron-clad 
vessels than England and Franco"combined, and 
of a far more available kind.
The Bpced with which this splendid naval 
force has been gotten up and been put into ser­
vice is one of its most remarkable characteris­
tics. The greater part of it has sprung into be­
ing within the last year. Twelve months since 
we had but eighty vessels-ol-war of all kinds, 
only one-third of which were sreamers. But 
thirty then—three hundred now ! For of these, 
all save some of the iron-clads and steam frig- 
ater are actually afloat. W ithin the year we 
have constructed, alone nearly as many vessels 
as the entire number of ships on the naval reg 
ister of 1861. We had but 8000 sailors and 
marines a year ago ; now there are over 23,- 
000 in our naval service. Certainly these things 
exhibit an amount of energy and of work de­
serving of notice, and show forth the resources 
of the country in a light not less striking than 
was shown in the raising of our armies. If Mr. 
Welles has seemed to be derelict in some of his 
duties, and lias been censured by the public 
and the press for want of push and vigor, it 
must be confessed that in the long run be has 
made a grand show both of deeds and results.”
The New Stamp Currency.—A semi-official 
statement received in New York relative to the 
new stamp currency gives the following impor­
tant information :
“  On application to General Spinner, Treas­
urer United States, I learn that the design for 
the new stamps has not yet been adopted, and 
that several weeks must elapse before the stamps 
will be issued. In the meantime after the 1st 
of August, Post Office stamps, as at present 
used by the Department, will circulate, but 
care must be used, or they will not be recognized 
by the Post Office Department if they arc defaced 
in any way.
Attaching them to paper is considered by 
that department as a canceling of the stamp. 
The use of envelops is good, except that in the 
pocket the stamps may become so heated as to 
adhere to each other and thus vitiate their use 
for postal purposes.”
Feeling of Southern Irishmen.—A corre­
spondent of the New York Express, with the 
army of the Potomac, alluding to the trip of a 
flag of truce boat up James river, says :
“  Among the visitors to our boat was Col. 
Moore of the First Virginia regiment. He is 
an Irishman, and extremely bitter in his seces­
sion proclivities, though very gentlemanly in 
his association with our officers. Col. Moore 
said that lie could pass by the conduct of our 
government in its treatment of the South, but 
lie could never forget or forgive the conduct of 
Irishmen a t the North, in lighting against their 
countrymen in ‘ secessia.’ Gen. Meagher, he 
regards as being a traitor to every feeling of 
humanity, and if lie should become a prisoner 
his safety from violence could not be well as­
sured. The Colonel wishcB it to be understood 
that there is no Union feeling among the Irish­
men in Dixie, as they make brave, reliable 
troops. Some Catholic clergymen, who return­
ed from Richmond with the flag, say that much 
bitterness exists among the Celts against Gen 
Meagher. If  this be so, it is in direct contradic­
tion of the old assertion, of desertion and muti­
ny among the rebel Irish regiments.”
General McClellan shows the spirit of the 
real hero, in his course touching the appoint­
ment of General Halleck as Commander-in-Chicf 
of the armies of tiie United Suites. Some had 
thought he would resign, and send in his com­
mission in disgust and mortification. I t now 
appears that he not only concurred in the ap­
pointment, but suggested and urged it upon the 
President. This was characteristic—we might 
have expected it. Let the youthful General re­
ceive the approbation of the people for this 
magnanimous recommendation ; and at the 
same time, let them see in it a harbinger of good 
for the future. Halleck and McClellan will act 
understanding^, and with concert of purpose. 
— Newburyport Herald.
No Regard for Rebel Laws.—Gen. Butler, 
in his administration a t New Orleans, docs not 
hold the ‘ Confederacy ’ in any great fear or 
high respect. When tiie rebels had the power 
they passed an act of sequestration, by which 
tiie property of all Northern citizens was appro­
priated to the rebellion. Gen. Butler having 
the rule now, he lias ordered all the corpora­
tive companies to pay over to tho owners of the 
loyal States all tiie dividends,interests, coupons, 
stock certificates and accrued interest due which 
had been retained. This will restore their in­
comes to a number of persons in the North who 
have suffered under the rebel rule.
Hon. Reuel W illiams died at his residence 
in Augusta, at two o’clock Friday morning, 
July 25th. He was born on the 2d day of 
June, 1783, and was therefore at his death en­
tering upon his eightieth year. His death, 
although not wholly unexpected, was sudden, 
as lie was about the streets a week since. He 
had been for several months becoming more 
and more feeble, until he at last expired, full 
of years and of honors.
For many years he bore a conspicuous posi­
tion, and exerted a wide influence in this State. 
For several years he was a member of the Leg­
islature. He was United States Senator from 
1837 to 1843. I t was chiefly through his influ­
ence that Augusta was made the capital. He 
received from Bowdoin College the degree of 
LL.D. His later years were passed in quiet, 
surrounded by nil the comforts which a wide 
circle of friends, wealth and the enjoyment of 
;enial respect could afford.
Restrictive Measures in Norfolk, Va.—The 
Military Governor of Norfolk, Va., much to the 
disturbance of the secessionists there, who avow 
that they cannot see the policy of his proceed­
ing, has decreed as follows :
Civilians are prohibited from carrying 
weapons, cither openly or concealed, under pen­
alty of arrest.
Traders are prohibited from selling more than 
a half bushel of salt, or to exceed a pound of 
tea to any one purchaser.
All passes for fishing and oystcring have been 
calletljn and fishermen are not allowed to ply 
theirvocatioDS below Fort Norfolk.”
A New Cause for Gratitude to God.—Rev. 
Dr. Storrs, in his address a t the anniversary 
exercises of Mount Uolyukc Seminary, said that 
a returned prisoner lately remarked that while 
a t the South he could easily endure the taunts 
of tho men, but that he had never before real­
ized what and how terriblo was tho stinging 
hate of woman, so intense, bitter and beyond 
all belief, and he had come back with one addi­
tional mercy for which to thank God—thal the 
Devil was not a woman!
Contrabands for McClellan.—Under the 
head of “ Yankeo Depredations,”  the Richmond 
Enquirer chronicles tho seizure of a lot of contra­
bands, viz :
Thirty of tho negro stealing Yankees of McClel­
lan's army recently visited the farm of Dr. Rich­
ard Eppes, on James river, and stole 62 negroes, 
which, added to 40 previously stolen, deprived 
Dr. E. of every negro he owned, except fifteen, 
which had been previously removed by him.
Valuable Prizes.—The U. S, gunboat Hunts­
ville arrived at Key West 26th inst., having 
in tow a side-wheel rebel steamer and the 
schooner Argus, both loaded with cotton and 
valued at §150,000. The Huntsville is com­
manded by Acting Lieutenant, W. C. Rogers, 
of Salem.
F ro m  G e n e r a l P o p e ’s  A r m i .
Headquarters Army of Virginia, I 
July 24, 1862. $
Hon. E . M. Stanton, Secretary o f W ar:—
A  cavalry expedition sent out by Gen. King 
on the 23d, from Fredericksburg, returned last 
evening. Early yesterday morning they met 
and defeated a body of Confederate cavalry 
about 100 strong, stationed near Carmel Church 
on the telegraph road from Fredericksburg to 
Richmond. They burnt their camp and six 
cars loaded witli corn, and broke up the tele­
graph to Gordonsville. An hour later a large 
body ofStuart’s cavalry came up to attack them. 
These, too, were defeated and driven across the 
North Anna river, and pursued until within 
sight of Hannibal Junction. Several prisoners, 
a large number ol horses, and many arms were 
brought back.
A march of seventy miles and the encounter 
and defeat of two bodies of Confederate cavalry 
were accomplished in twenty-nine hours with­
out the loss of a man. I have not yet received 
the names of the commanding officer and troops 
who have thus distinguished themselves, but 
will transmit them to you as soon as the par­
ticulars are received.
The damage done to the Virginia Central 
road by the expedition of the 19th, is not yet 
repaired.
(Signed) J ohn Pope.
Major-General Commanding.
A L a r g e  F o r c e  o f  R e b e l*  n e a r  M c C le lla n ’s
H e a d q u a r te r s— C a p tu r e  o f  a  C o n fe d e r a te
Npy—T w o  h u n d r ed  L e tte r s  fo r  R ic h m o n d
S eize d .
Fortress Mo.4^e , July 26.
I t is stated that a large rebel force is being 
concentrated on James river, above the junction 
of the Appomattox and James rivers. They 
came down from Richmond by the Richmond 
and Petersburg railroad. I t is believed that 
they already number from 50,000 to 70,000. 
It is stated, that Jackson is in command, not­
withstanding the rumor that he is in pursuit 
of General Pope. I t is believed that the rebels 
are now making a bold stand at the above 
named place, and are bringing all their forces 
there that they can spare from Richmond, and 
it is thought that Suffolk will soon be attacked.
Tho Bteamers Mystic, R. Donaldson and Nel­
ly Baker, left for Harrison's Landing to-day, 
the latter with clothing, and the others with 
commissary stores.
Three companies of Gibson’s battery pasted 
to-day for Harrison’s Landing.
A company of rebel cavalry made an excur­
sion to Gloucester Point on Thursday night, 
and carried off a lot of contrabands and all the 
male inhabitants capable of bearing arms. 
They then burned a lot of ship timber, and de­
parted with their trophies. Similar depreda­
tions are being committed in the vicinity of 
■Williamsburg, by guerrillas, in the uniform of 
rebel cavalry.
The gunboat Dragon was got off the shore 
to-day safely.
All was quiet on James river yesterday.
A man who obtained a pass in Norfolk to go 
to North Carolina, was watched by one of our 
officers, who arrested him as he was taking the 
road to Richmond. He had some 200 letters, 
and confessed that he was paid two dollars for 
each letter for conveying them between Nor­
folk and Richmond.
The steamship Massachusetts arrived to-day 
from Port Royal for New York. She reports 
all quiet on the South Carolina and Georgia 
coasts.
The steamer South America, witli a large 
number of contrabands, left for Harrison’s 
Landing this afternoon.
C a p tu r e  o f  R e b e l V essel* .
W ashington, July 29.—The steamer Hunts­
ville, captured off Abaco, the British schooner 
Agnes, of Nassau, with 60 bales of cotton and 
40 barrels resin ; also the rebel steamer Reli­
ance, just out from Deboy bar, Georgia, bound 
for Nassau, with 243 bales of cotton, under 
command of Lieut. Gladding, formely of the 
U. S. Navy.
H u m b o ld t T a k e n  by th e  C o n fe d e ra te s .
Chicago, July 28. A Special dispatch to the 
Times irom Cairo says the rebels have taken 
possession of Humboldt, and now hold the Mo­
bile and Ohio Railroad there. They have torn 
up the track for five miles.
F r o m  M e m p h is .
Memphis, July 26.—Communication with 
the North is very irregular a t present, in con­
sequence of all the steamboats being taken for 
the use of Gen. Curtis’ army. Two hundred 
and fifty citizens left yesterday, some going 
North.
Orders have been issued opening Memphis to 
trade with the surrounding country under cer­
tain restrictions. Persons will have free inter­
course without papers or any hinderance save 
the right of examination ami search when the 
officers deem it proper.
Gen. Hindman and Hurlburt’s divisions are 
appointed to act as guard. Parties leaving tho 
city except by roads specified will be arrested 
and imprisoned.
N e w sp a p e r  Ofllce D e stro y e d  by a  S ecessio n  
M ob .
Calais, Me., July 29.—The office of the 
St. Croix Herald, in St. Stephens, N. B., was 
again visited by a mob last night. The work 
of destruction this time is nearly complete.— 
Most of the type is pied, the press injured,and 
much of the materiel scattered outside of the 
building and thrown into the river.
The causes are doubtless the same as those 
which induced the former outrage. The publi­
cation of the paper will be unavoidably delayed 
for several weeks.
The Herald is a strong Union paper, perhaps 
the only one in New Brunswick. Its opposition 
to seccssiunisin has brought the wrath of the 
Provincials down upon it.
F rom  tb e  A rm y o f  th e P otom ac.
UenTY R e b e l R e in fo r c e m e n t* .
Army of the Potomac, July 29. Dr. W il­
liams, who lias been a prisoner at Salisbury, 
North Carolina, for several months, and who 
arrived here Saturday, having been uncondi­
tionally released, states that for ten days after 
the battles in front of Richmond, 1000 rebel 
troops passed through the town daily on their 
way to Richmond, and more were on their 
way.
The Doctor's window overlooked the railroad 
and depot, giving him a good opportunity of 
ascertaining what was going on there. Tho 
troops came from James Island and Eastern 
Georgia. Among the other facts the Doctor 
ascertained was that eleven thousand troops 
were a t Cliarlotteville, waiting transportation 
to Richmond, and thut 30,000 conscripts had 
been raised in the States ofTenriessee and Geor­
gia since the 9th of July, and proportionate, 
numbers in other extreme Southern States. He 
heard the Adjutant of Col. Goodwin, who com­
mands the post of Salisbury, and who had just 
como from Richmond, state that the Adjutant 
of Gen. Hill told him that the rebels had 113,- 
000 troops engaged in the seven days battles.
Dr. Williams was accompanied by Dr. Stone, 
who was taken prisoner a t Bull Run, and who 
corroborates his statement so far as relates to 
the movement of troops. On their way to Rich­
mond they passed long trains of empty cars on 
their way South.
Gen. McClellan spent the entire day, yester­
day, in visiting the difi’erent hospitals, speaking 
words of encouragement to the sick and wound­
ed, and seeing that their wants were promptly 
attended to.
Boats to-day brought down 495 wounded 
Federal prisoners from Richmond,leaving about 
700 yet to come.
P ro m  N ash v ille .
New York, July 39. A special dispatch to 
the Herald, from Nashville 29th, says a rebel 
mail from Chattanooga had been captured by 
Unionists. The letters contained valuable in­
formation. Beauregard has resigned and gone 
to the springs in Alabama. Bragg is at Vicks­
burg with 26,000 men, but scarce of horses. 
An artillery company from Georgia could not 
be supplied with guns or horses, and parties 
were out buying and stealing horses wherever 
they can be found. The rebel letters seized 
were from Tussello, Miss., fifty miles south of 
Corinth.
The writers are anticipating an early reoccu­
pation of Tennessee by the rebel troops, and 
every rebel warlike indication favors the suppo­
sition.
Tbe rebels are reported to have evacuated 
Lebanon with the intention to mass their 
troops at a given point for a sudden dash on 
Nashville. All the clergy are prisoners ; those 
not sent hence to Louisville are on their way 
South.
Stop th a t  W o rk !
It is undoubtedly the fact that we have 
among us a number of detestable sympathizers 
with secession, who deserve to be treated to a 
sjjouri^at the Hotel do Lafayette. Either some 
of these gentry, or some scapegraces who are up 
to the mischief lor “  the fun of the thing,” 
have two or three times of late posted up about 
the city written notices, condemning the war 
and ridiculing the government.
We advise our citizens to keep a sharp look­
out for these fellows, and to mark every man 
suspected of discouraging enlistments or con­
demning the war againts rebels. This placard 
business is probably the work of irresponsible 
characters or boys, and done from the love of 
mischief or sport, rather than of treasonably 
inclined persons who are worthy of notice. — 
But we mention the fact, to tell the former 
class that they must stop this folly or bear the 
consequences, and to warn the latter of tho fate 
alluded to in the following paragraph from the 
Boston Journal. We have no kinder wish for 
this class than that they may speedily find 
quarters where alone they should be allowed to 
ventilate their treasonable sentiments.
“  Certain parties in New York having been 
found discouraging enlistments, Secretary Sew­
ard has ordered United States Marshal Murray 
to arrest every one found in the disloyal work 
and place them in Fort Lafayette. Marshal 
Murray gives notice tha t he shall enforce the 
order at once and vigorously. There are a few 
—very few—here in Boston who would like to 
throw cold water on enlistments, but they are 
not men of influence in any shape. One of thi6 
sort, as will be seen by our focal columns, was 
treated to an involuntary bath in the Frog 
Pond last night.”
G r a n d  D iv is io n  S . o f  T .
The July quarterly session of the the Grand 
Division of Sons of Temperance was held in 
Belfast, on Wednesday and Thursday of this 
week. The attendance was very good and 
about twenty new representatives were initiat­
ed. The order is in a very flourishing condi­
tion, and is maintaining itself well in this time 
of national trial. The business meetings of 
tiie body were interesting and profitable, though 
there was little aefton of particular interest to 
the public. A resolution, introduced by Hon. 
Amos Pickard, of Hampden, to the effect that 
the appointment of officers in our volunteer 
regiments who disgrace the State and the ser­
vice by drunkenness and inefficiency meets the 
emphatic condemnation of the Grand Division, 
was unanimously adopted. Tho session was 
attended by S. L. Carlton, Esq., of Portland, 
M. W. P. of the National Division, and Sam’l 
W. Hodges, Esq., of Boston, M. W. S. of the 
same body, and wa6 very harmonius and satis­
factory.
Paris, Iiy ., July 30. Yesterday a party of 
two hundred guerrillas from Boone County, 
under Col. Bullet, demanded a surrender of 
Mount Sterling, Ky. On its being refused, 
they attacked the place and were repulsed by 
the Home Guards.
During their retreat the guerrillas were met 
by a party under Major Bracht of the 8th regi­
ment, who drove them back towards the town, 
where they were again attacked by the Home 
Guards. The result was a complete stampede, 
the guerrillas losing all their horses, 8 men 
killed, and 48 prisoners wounded. Our loss 
was three wounded.
Cai.ro, July 30.
The steamer Platte Valley, from Memphis, 
brings the news of the capture of the dispatch 
boat, Sallie Wood by the rebels, 150 miles 
above Vicksburg. The rebels had a masked 
battery, and succeeded in hitting her steam 
pipe, disabling her. They took quite a number 
of prisoners and destroyed the boat. The 
Queen of the West was also fired into on her 
way up. Two or three were killed and several 
wounded.
Little Washington, Va., July 30.
There is a report hero through contraband 
channels, to the effect that large bodies of 
rebel troops arc crossing James river for the 
Southward. Contrabandsjsay they are evacuat­
ing Richmond.
Washington, July 30. The President to-day 
commissioned the following named Captains to 
lie Admirals on the retired list, under the recent 
act of Congress : Charles Stewart, George C. 
Read, Wm. B. Shubriek, Joseph Smith, George 
W. Storer, Francis II. Gregory, E. A. F. 
Lavallette, S. F. Stringham and Hiram Pauld­
ing.
The following Captains are appointed to be 
Rear Admirals on the active l i s t : David G. 
Farragut, L. M. Gouldsborough, F. D. Peck 
and A. 11 Foote.
The law provides that Rear Admirals shall 
be selected by the President, by and with the 
advice of the Senate, from those Captains who 
have given most faithful service to the country.
Dangerous Counterfeit.—Notice has been 
given by telegraph of estensvie operations 
being done in the West in passing counterfeit 
$100 bills of the Merrimac County Bank of 
Concord, N. U. I t nppears that there has been 
a good deal done also in New Hampshire. 
The Merrimac River Bank in Manchester, N. IL, 
exchanged $500 for the bogus trash ; the Amos- 
keag Bank was suspicious and refused it, al­
though the tellers of that and the Manchester 
banks could not say whether it was spurious or 
n o t; the Franccstown Bank got $400 of it, and 
the Derry Bank the same am ount; the Farming- 
ton Bank accepted some of the bills, it is said 
to a considerable amount. They are well de­
signed to deceive, and the public had better 
be on their guard in taking that denomination.
Boston Journal.
P R O F . A . M E R E N D A
WITH
J . U  GIOFRAY,
N O .  5  C U S T O M  H O U S E  B L O C K ,  
Hum Jual returned from Boston with a
N e w  S e t  o f  T o o l s ,  
especially adapted for Ladies work, such as
C U R L IN G  A N D  F R IZ Z L IN G ,
which will he executed as well as in any city in the Union, 
and at as low prices.
A select assortment of
L ong  C u ria , G r e c ia n  C u ria , P e r fu m e r y , A c .,
for Ladies. Also, all kiDds of
H A I R  W O R K
for Ladies and Gentlemen.
TIIE HIGHEST CaSII PRICE paid for Long Hair. 
Rockland, June 24, 1862. 3m27V
D R U G S .
NESof e' 
Supporters,
P . G. C O O K ,
Wholesale and Retuil Denier in
M E D IC IN E S , P A T E N T  M E D I -
Hair Restoratives, Hair and Teeth Brushes Syringes ol all 
sorts, Bird Seed, Cooking Extracts, Spices, Citron, Cur­
rants, Jellies, Figs, Tamarinds, Pure Cream Tartar, Loz­
enges, Lard and Neats Fool Oil, Burning Fluid, Dye Stuffs 
«kc., Ac.
Siiru o f  th e  B lu e  M o r ta r , P i l ls b u r y  B lo c k ,
u n c u r  .A w n  m v
Ar July 28, ship Pathfinder, (of Rockland) Robinson, 
from Clenfuegos July 12; brigs Sarah Flngg, (of Machias) 
Ruraball, 8t Pierre, Martinique, July 3d, uud Euat Harbor 
July 12; Mountain Eagle, Blanchard, Sagua 17, sch Kate 
Field, Robbins, Beaufort.
Chi 28th, bark Ocean Eagle, New Orleans.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d. brig G W. Gilchrist, Rock­
land.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs R P Warring, Jordan, Ells­
worth ; Romp, Kelley. Jonesport; Mariel, Kaler, Waldo­
boro; Oregon,Miller, Mt Desert; Friends, Pinkham Mill- 
bridge,
Cld 22d, bark B Fountain, Fountain, Pictou.
Ar 23d, schs Alexandria, Yeaton, Millhridge; Gen. War­
ren, Guptill, Rockland; James, Winchenbach, and Shoal 
Water, Rydea, Waldoboro.
Ar 21st, bark Helen Maria, Marshall, Philadelphia; 
brigs Shibboleth, Morton, Sagua; Fredona, Lord, Cienfue- 
gos; schs Coquimbo, Rowe, Monhegan; Gleaner Packet, 
Wells, Goulesboro.
Ar 25th, ship Wild Cat, of Belfast, 14 days from New 
Orleans for New York,
Ar 29th
bethport: _ _____  ______, __o_
9th inst; Fredonia,(of Ellsworth) Lord,Clenfuegos 2d inst; 
Centaur, (of Machias) Kelton, Elizabethport, Legrange, 
(of Ellsworth) Murch, Elizabethport.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, schs Charlotte, Black, Ban- 
gor; Forest, Wilson, Rockland.
foreign ports.
At Cronstradt 7th inst, barque Angela Brewer, Chase, 
unc.
At Hong Kong May 26, J Wakefield, Ilowe, unc.
Ar at Singapore May 28, ship Clarissa Bird, Bird, Cal­
cutta (ard sailed same day for Hong Kong).
Ar at Dublin 14th, Oraville. Crockett, New York.
Ar at Berdeaux 12th inst, H G Berry, Race, New Y’erk.
Ar at Liverpool 17th inst, Rochambeau, Snow, Portlnnd.
Sid 17th, Growler, Watts, for Jloston ; John Winthrop, 
Eldridge, Bangor, Me.
State  o f  M aine.
COUNTY OF KNOX.
Treasurer’s Office , ) 
Rockland, July 18, 1862. )
A STATEMENT of bill of cost in Criminal prosecutions ordered by the Supreme Judicial Court, May Term, 
and County Commissioners, April Term, A. D. 1862.
I  hark David Nickels, (of Searsport) Blake, Eliza- 
•t brigs Shibboleth, (ol Waldoboro) Morton  Sagua
State vs. * =
Lorenzo Lothrop, 8 85 S. J . Court.
W. W. Royal, 23 12 do
A. G. Edgarton, 14 97 do
Timothy Dunton, 1 30 do
do do 2 57 do
Moses Watts, 4 00 do
G. H. Bowman, 5 37 do
Amos Moor, 14 95 do
H. C. Lovett, 14 15 Beder Fales.
$99 28
3w3i B. JACKSON, County Treasurer.
F re e d o m  N otice .
N OTICE is hereby given th^t I relinquish to my son, FREDERICK A. PACKARD, the remainder of his 
minority, and from this date I shall claim none of his 
earnings nor hold myself responsible for any debts he may 
contract.
JOHN PACKARD, Jr.
Witness—S. M. BinD.
Rockland, July 21, 1862. 3w*31
ROCKLAND, ME.
October 25, 1860. |44tf
COURAGE IN V A LID S!
C LEM ’S SU M M ER  CURE
— AND—
Howes’ Cough P ills
T i i e  I l i g l i l a n d L
BOARDING SCHOOL
FO R  BOYS.
rjlHE 2nd year of this School will commence on
T U E SD A Y S S E P T E M B E R  2 , 1 8 6 2 .
The advantages for instruction in this school are excel­
lent. The number of Boys will be limited, and every pos­
sible attention be given for their improvement. For ref­
erences and further information, send for a circular to 
N. T. TRUE, M. A., Proprietor.
Bethel, Me., July 24, 1862. 4w32
ST A T E  O F M A IN E .
T h a t  fo r  th e  c u r e  o f  D ia r r h e a  o r  D y se n te ry
in persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come 
to the knowledge of the public that so effectually 
does its work and at the same time leaves the 
bowels in an active, healthy condition ns
CLEM ’S SUM M ER CURE.
T h a t  fo r  C h ild r e n  C u tt in g  T e e t h , i f  tr o u b led
with Diarrhea or any irregularities af the Bowels, 
all other remedies are insiguifleant as compared 
with
CLEM ’S SUM M ER CU RE.
T h a t  fo r  C h ild r e n  tr o u b le d  w i th  C a n k e r  in
the mouth or stomach, or mothers suffering from 
nursing sore mouth, a safe and speedy cure is ef­
fected by the use of
CLEM ’S SUM M ER CURE.
T h a t  fo r  C o u g h s, HoarwcueaM a n d  B r o u -
clttal affections, there is no remedy extant that so uni­
versally affords relief as
H O W ES’ COUGH P IL L S .
T h a t  fo r  a  tightucM g o r  W h e e z in g  o n  th e
Chest, I’ains, in the side or a long standing Hack, 
the best known remedy is
H O W ES’ COUGH P IL L S .
T h a t  at* a n  e x p e c to r a n t  m id  a m e lio r a t in g
agent in cases of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and 
Confirmed Consumption, the public have already 
rendered their united verdict in favor of
Rockport H igh School.
THE FALL’TERM of said School will commence, Au­gust 18th, and continue eleven weeks under the charge 
of
M R . H E N R Y  C . R O B IN S O N , A . B .,
an experienced and successful teacliar. The school is ex­
pected to sustain its former high reputation for strict dis­
cipline and thorough instruction. A good opportunity is 
afforded for those fitting for college and designing to teach. 
Board and tuition low.
N. T. TALBOT, Agent.
Rockport, August 1, 1862. 31tf
HEAD QUARTERS,
Adjutant General’s Office. 
Augusta, July 16, 1862. 
GENERAL ORDER, NO. 21.
Medical and Surgical Examinations for exemptions from 
liability to duty, of enrolled men in the Militia, will not be 
available therefor, until General Order is issued in relation 
to such examinations, and all disenrollments previous to 
examinations under such an order, are and will be void.
By Order of the Commander-in-Chief.
JOHN. L. HODSDON, AdjuUfpt General.
July 23, 1862. ~  1 w31
i-FICB > 
 >
Fourth Maine.—The following are the names 
of those of the 4th at the hospitals in New 
York and vicinity, 20th inst. :
Bellevue Hospital. 20th Street and East Riv-
e r-E lish a  Howard, G Washington slow fever. , a j.rcc„ ble decoction of Rool.  a u „ B ark . 
n  m j . ,. ,, . Bedloe 6 Island Hospital, New lu rk  harbor— and contains not a particle of Opium or drug of any
On luesday evening preceding the session a • gimon McCann, Rockland, typhoid fever; sort, i t  always does good, and never does harm, 
spirited public meeting was held, a t which we Benj. F. Walker, C. Warren, typhoid fever; c  c .  G o o n w ix l C ^ U o e o ^ G e n e ™  for New 
were not present. On Wednesday evening a James II. Hynd, F, Unity, rheumatic fever ; | England, n il. n«v, Portland und n. F. Ubadduby, 
social and fraternal meeting of the members of Llias II Davis, A, \\ aldo, fever ; S. S . L e a th -  ; G g ^ n n A|io"kland,M|',y'1LEVl M. ROBBINS-, in Tliom- 
xl_ ~ , , . . , .  . , er8< Brooks, rupture and rheumatism ; O. ? IlsIO„ b,  geo. i . robinsoN; in Rockport by carle-
the Order and invited friends was held a t the p  Hayes, D, Washington, fever. David’s ton a Norwood-, in Camden by James perry . 
large vestry of the Methodist Church. Eli (Island Hospital, opposite New Rochelle—S. G. j x z  Sold in all the principal towns and dues in the 
Jones, of China, G. W. P. of the Grand D iv i- 'Jone8i G> Wiscasset, wounded foot; George
. ,  , ,  , ' Hutchings, E, died July 5th ; Albert Goodwin,sion (widely known as an able, venerable and jj, ffiTer? sherm./n< u > K noX( woundcd 
excellent member of tho Society of Friends) thigh ; F. E. Piper, F, Newberg, wounded in 
was called to the chair and prayer was offered 1 hand; A. W. Nickerson, K. Belfast, typhoid 
fever, improving; II. IL Guild, E, typhoid fe­
ver. Died—J . R. Barlow, H, died on board 
steamer Daniel Webster, July 17tli ; S. A.
Averill, E, died at Harrison’s Landing, July 
16th.
H O W ES’ COUGH P IL L S .
Clem's Summer Cure is a pleasant,
gV E R Y  VARIETY OF
L ad ies’ fflisscs’ a n d  C hildren’s
B O O T S  & S H O E S ,
can now be found at W E N T W O R T H ’S E s ta b ­
lish m e n t .
No. 2 Spofford B lock .
Rockland, july 29, 1662. 82lf
Self-Sealing;
F R U I T  C-A.HSTS,
TN which all kinds of Fruit and Vegetables may be kept 
I the >eai tuuttd, and remain as good as when put up.— 
For sale by
S. M. VEAZIE, No. 2 Atlantic Block. 
Rockland, August 1. 1862. 32if
W an ted .
A  HEALTHY WET NURSE, for a feeble child, four weeks old, apply to
for particulars.
Rockland, July 16,1662.
Dr. T .L . ESTABROOK, 
3w30
C o u rts  o f P ro b a te .
S T A T E  O F  M A IN E .
KNOX, SS.—At a Court of Probate held at Rockland, 
within and for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday 
of January A. D. 1861:
ORDERED, that from and after the day aforesaid the Courts of Probate within und for the County of Knox, 
be held at Rockland on the second Tuesday of every 
month. And whenever ‘.his Arrangement shall conflict 
with any of the provision-. of the Revised Statutes rela­
tive to holding suid Court, it will be holdeu on the follow­
ing day.
HORATIO ALDEN, Judge. 
Attest—A. S. R ice, Register. 3tf
June 4,1662.
H O W E S  A  C O ., P r o p r ie to r s .
B e lfa s t ,  M e.
(re24) 491y
N E W  STOCK-
l a d ie s  A N D  M ISSES
by Rev. T. B. Tupper, of Belfast. Brief 
speeches were made by S. L. Carlton, Esq. of 
Portland, J . F. Rich, of Portland, Capt. J .  E. 
Bryant, of the 8th Me. regiment, Geo. Vincent, 
of Bangor, B. F. Thorndike, of Portland, S. 
W. Hodges, of Boston, Hon. N. G. Hichborn, 
of Stockton, Hon. Amos Pickard, of Hampden, 
Rev. Mr. Thompson, of Sheepscot Bridge, Mr. 
Hawkes, ol Portland, Mr. Parker, of Boston, 
S. I. Roberts, of Stockton, and several others. 
Ample time of *• recess ”  during the evening 
gave opportunity for forming acquaintance, 
fraternal and friendly greetings, conversation 
and music, which was fully improved by the com­
pany. The occasion was one of much enjoyment. 
The delegates from abroad have much reason to 
thank the brothers and sisters, and other friends 
in Belfast, for excellent entertainment and suc­
cessful efforts to make the session one of profit.
M A R R IA G E S B O O T S  A N D  S H O E S ,
In this city, by Rev. J. Kalloch. Mr. Dexter A. Leach, 
of Union, to Miss Lucretia A. Creighton of Warren.
In Thomaston, July 24th, by Ilev. L. D. Ward well, Mr. 
Geo. L. Mei rick, of Thomaston, and Miss Sarah A. Town- 
Mend of Washington.
In Thomaston, July 26th, by Rev. L. D. Wardwell, Mr. 
W. H. Ness, and Miss Hannah F. Wilson, both of Thcin- 
nston,
of every size and description, just received by Steamer 
Sanford from Boston, at
The F irst Term, lor civil business, of the new
Police Court, for the City of Rockland, will be
i v y  a.1 j- a m r  u  t o p i j  ; In Dorchester, 26 ih inst. Capt. Geo. C. Dow, to Mholdcn on the first Tuesday of May, 18bl, and Surah j  Faleg| (,olll of Thomaston.
II. Whitcomb of Bangor and Miss Eleanor M. Curlon, ol 
j Searsport.
_T t , A. tl . In Belfast July 27th, by Rev. T . B. Tupper. Capt. Geo.
No action Will be entered till tllC writ 18 > c .  Small and Mbs Amanda J. Merithew, both ol Sears- 
Bel fast, 21st. by Rev. II. Hawes, Mr. Alfred E. Nick-
at nine of the clock in the forenoon.
placed on file, which must be done during the ’ p<jr1'1' 
first hour of the Court, on the returned days.
No second continuance will be granted, ex­
cept by agreement of parties, or for cause 
shown.
No credit will be given for fees of this Court.
M. W. FARWELL, Judge.
Rockland, April 24,1861.
erson and Miss Augusta II. Strout, both of Swanville.
D E A T H S .
Roeklund, July 29, 1868.
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S,
No. 2 Spofford Block.
32tf
Flour! Flour!!
9 0 B a rre ls  “  TREM O NT.’
y i j  B a rre ls  E IG H T  BELLS, Ohio, 
CZ B a rr e ls  EXCELSIOR.
t y  w e are requested to state that the Lin­
coln Baptist Quarterly Meeting, will omit its 
next session, which was appointed to lie held at 
So. Thomaston, Tuesday, Aug. 5th.
Our Baptist friends will govern themselves 
accordingly.
The New Y’ork Tribune's army correspondent 
with Gen. McClellan, writes—“ 1 maybe mis­
taken, but I think 1 discovered, while riding 
along the front la6t night, the first result of 
Gen. Halleck’s visit. There were no men to be 
seen digging ! Shovels and pickaxes were stack­
ed. Hitherto they have been in use seven days 
in the week. “  Stack Shovels ”  is a Dew order. 
I hope I am right in attributing it to Halleck, 
since, in that case, it indicates more than cessa­
tion for one day.”
Owing to the unpirecentcd low state of tho 
river intersecting the timber regions of Canada, 
tiie lumbermen will be unable to make up their 
usual shipments this season. On the Ottawa 
and St. Lawrence rivers, large quantities of 
timber will be left behind, Tiie Montreal 
Gazette thinks the superior qualities will be in 
much request this fall.
Col. Plaistcd, of the 11th Maine, writes that 
raw recruits for his regiment, received at York­
town. were in the late battles, and fought like 
veterans. Side by side with those who have 
been under fire, men inexperienced become con­
fident and act like heroes.
Brigadier-General White, one of the mo6t 
prominent heroes of Pea Ridge and other battles 
in Missouri and Arkansas, is about to he as­
signed a command in the army of General 
Pope. I t  is likely that he will soon make his 
mark a t the head of a brigade in the West.
Some one in Illinois complained to Gov. 
Yates that secessionists in his town tore down 
the American flag. Gov. Yates wrote back, 
telling the complainant to put up his flag,— 
“  and if any traitor dares to lay his unhallowed 
hand upon it to tear it down, then I say, Bhoot 
him down as yon would a dog, and I will par­
don you for the offense.”
Wc have it, incidentally, from Augusta that 
in a town having its quota, enlisting officers 
from other towns enlisting men there will be 
permitted to count each enlistment in the towns 
for which they profess to lie enlisting.—Lewis­
ton Journal.
Major-Genenal Pope and staff proceeded by 
rail yesterday morning to his headquarters on 
the field. Before breaking up his headquarters 
in Washington, Gen. Pope ordered tha t no 
passes to tiie lines of hie army lie granted to 
others than those having official business there.
We arc gratified to learn by a gentleman re­
cently from Washington county, that the towns 
are coming up nobly in that region, to the 
work of furnishing volunteers. Columbia 
raised her quota the first day—we don't know 
but before breakfast.—Bangor 'Whig 4- Courier.
A drummer named Greene was stabbed on 
Sunday by a sentinel a t Camp King, Portland. 
I t seems that he had a permanent pass ; but 
the guard had instruction to allow no one to 
pass without the countersign. Green attempt­
ed to push his way through upon his pass, 
when the gnard presented bayonet, and wound­
ed him in the arm near the shoulder.
The Houlton Times says that American mon­
ey is a t a (discount, and Province money at a pre­
mium here. TbiB financial phenomena has 
never before occured in the history of this sec­
tion of the State, that we are aware of.
The m in ta t the present time is manufactur­
ing pennies a t the rate of 240,000 per diem.
Nearly one hundred towns in Maine have al­
ready furnished their full quota of the 300,000.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
LEVI ill. RO BBINS,
PROPRIETOR OF TIIE
,V £ I t ’ D R U G  S T O R E ,
W I L S O N  W H I T E 'S  B L O C K .
(Sign o f the Golden Eagle,)
Takes this method of informing the people of this place 
and vicinity, that he has a very large, well selected and 
New Stock of
D ru g s, M edic ines, C hem ical’s,
and other articles usually kept by DRUGGISTS. Aud of
P a t e n t  M e d i c i n e s ,
he lias every kind in the market, which he offers at Whole­
sale and Retail.
A liberal discount made to persons buying to sell again, 
See Advenisement.
Rockland, Jail. 15, 1661. 4tf
In this city July 31st, of cholera infantum, Frank Kal­
loch, son o fj. S. and N. L. Wi,ll, aged 7 mouths.
In this city July 31st, of cholera infantum, Carrie Etta, 
daughter of G. M. and A C. ^pwell, aged 8 months.
In Baltimore, June 22,.Ambrose F. Pendleton, of Bel­
fast, aged 22 y ears.
In Appleion. July 21st, Ada K., daughter of Levina G. 
and Catharine Coombs, aged 4 years, 9 months and 25 
days.
Ere sin could blight or sorrow fade,
Death came with friendly care,
The opening hud to Heaven convey ed,
And bade it blossom there.
At the General Hospital, Frederick, M. D., July 13th’ 
Fairfield Cu.*-hinan, of Friendship, Compuny B, 1st Maine 
Cavalry, aged 19 ; ears and 11 months.
One of his companions writes to his afflicted mother as 
follows :—
“ He will never more be aroused by the sound of the 
drum, but will he blessed with the sweet music of angels 
above. It has been very hard for me to part with him, ns 
he has been my companion ever since we first enlisted to­
gether. But God has taken him away, and we are called 
to mourn the loss ol a dear and never to be forgotten 
friend. As I write our officers wish me to say to you, 
that he was one of their very best soldiers and one on 
whom they could always rely to do his duty, no matter 
how dangerous, and always willing to share his brother 
soldiers toils. He whs one of the last to leave the field at 
Middleton, and as he turned to go, he said to me, well 
Melvill, they drive us now but we will soon return and 
deal them out a double quantity of lead. But alas, he will 
never face them again. While you are cnlled to mourn 
his less, ever bear in mind that he died while endeavoring 
to do one of the most sacred duties of man, which is to 
save his beloved country from treason and danger.
4 5
40
2 0
B a rre ls  CERESCO.
B a rre ls  W E B ST E R .
GALT MILLS, PORTLAND, LAYFAYETTE AND MA- 
coy Flour, Corn. Meal, Cotton Seed Meal, Fine Feed, Oat 
Meal, Oats, Buckwheat, Grass Seed, Tea, Coffee, Sugar, 
Molasses, Rice. Pork, Lard, Raisins, Spices, Starch, Saler- 
alus, Coarse and Fine Salt, Soap, Candles, Fish, Beans, 
Peas, Butter, Cheese, Brooms, Pails, Ax-hundles, Earthen 
Ware, Potash, Arc-, i c .
Please call, and find for sale, at wholesale or retail, by
O. B. TALES.
Rockland, Aug. 1st, 1662. 32tf
Im nortan t to the  Afflicted,
DR. DOW continues to be consulted at his office, Nos. 7 and 9 Endicott Street, Boston, on all diseases of a 
PRIVATE OR DELICATE NATURE.
By a long course of study and practical experience of 
unlimited extent, Dr. D. has now the gratification of pre­
senting the unfortunate with remedies that have never, 
since he first introduced them, fuiled to cure the most 
alarming cases of
GONORRIICEA AND SYPHILIS.
Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and 
impure blood, Impotency, Scrofula, Gonorrhoea, Ulcers, 
pain and distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma­
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses, 
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible 
symptoms attending this class of disease, are made to be­
come as harmless os the simplest uilings of a child. 
SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
Dr. D. Devotes a great part of his lime to the treatment 
of those cases caused by a secret and solitary habit, which 
ruins the body und mind, unfitting the unfortnnate Indi­
vidual for business or society. Some of the sad and mel­
ancholy effects produced by early habits of youth, are 
Weakness of the Back and limbs. Dizziness of the Heud, 
Dimness of sight. Palpitation of the heati, Dyspepsia, Ner­
vousness, Derangement of the digestive functions, Symp­
toms of Consumption. &c. The fearful effects on the 
mind are much to he dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion 
of ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion 
of society, self-distrust, timidity, & c., are among the evils 
produced. Such persons should before contemplating 
matrimony, consult a physician of experience, and be ui 
once restored lo health aud happiness.
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat­
ment a few days or weeks, will be furnished with pleas­
ant rooms, and charges for board moderate
Medicines sent to all parts of the country, with full di­
rections for use, on receiving description of your cases.— 
Dr. Dow has also for sale the French Capottes, warranted 
the best preventive. Order by mail. Three for $1, and a 
red s'amp
April, 1862. I61y
R emoval.
M A N N Y ’S
P aten t Mower and  Reaper,
F O R  O N E  O R  T W O  H O R S E S .
B u ilt  E z p r e u ly  to  m e e t th e  w a n t ,  o f  N e w  
E nK lund  F a r m e r , .
Awarded the First Premium, Silver Medal and
Diploma, at the Massachusetts Charitable 
Mechanics Assoaation, Boston, 1860.
THE Machine a, now conetrucied is excelled, by no ma- chine in the World.It is light draft, durable, easily managed and will not 
clog.
It has no side draft, no weight on the horzes neck, and 
will cut well at any rate of speed. It is the best machine 
in use, for rough or uneven land as the Cutter bar Is en­
tirely uwler the control of the operator, and the Machine 
can not be tipped over.
YY abrek, June 3,1862.
Mr. W ise—In  accordance with your request, to know 
how I like the Manny Mower which I purchased of you last 
season, I would say that it works to mv entire satisfaction, 
I have tried it in all kinds of grass, and And that it works 
admirably. I would also state that a neighbor of mine 
witnessed the operation of the machine and was so well 
pleased with it that he has concluded to have you order 
one for him. I would recommend the Manny Mower, as 
being the best Machine offered to the public. The one 
horse Machine will perform the work of four men and do 
it far superior. Try it brother farmers, and I think you 
wifi say that it is the the best investment you ever made.
Yours truly, A. M. COBB.
A gricu ltura l W a r e  a n d  Seed  Store.
J .  P . WISE.
Rockland, July 1, 1862. 28tf
FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!!
HAVING removed the balance of my Stock saved from the late fire, to the 
Stork next East of tbs Express Osticb, on
U in e  R o c k  Street.
I shall he pleased to have my friends and the public gen­
erally call and examine the same before making their pur­
chases of
Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing,
F u r n i s h i n g  G o o d s ,
As I desire to close out the entire lot previous to
S e p t e m b e r  l O t k .
I shall make the prices Low Enouoh to make it an ob­
ject for all in want of Goods in my fine, to make their 
PURCHASES AT Ml' STORE.
2 T  Remember the Place,
N e x t to  E x p r ra . O ffice.
Rockland, Juue 24, 1862.
C. G. MOFFITT.
27tf
N O T I C E . W A R  CLA IM  A G EN CY .
DOCT. GERM A IN E
Has removed his office into the
© M O W  B U I L D I N G ,
(Over YValter E. Tolman’s Store.) 
Rockland, June 24, 1862. 6w’27
C. D. SM A LLEY ,
M ERCHA NT TATLOR,
P IL L S B U R Y  B L O C K ,
(Up Stairs over Mayo if Kaler's Dry Goods Store.)
Roeklund, June 24,1862.
a  Z .Sj
U 2 «
® cy
R E -O P E N IN G
A f t e r  t  lx  o  ZF’ i x - o
J . S. H A L L  & CO.,
V H L -/ N o . 3 , S p e a r  B lo c k . R o c k la n d ,
*38* w Dealers in
Drags and Medicines, Chemicals,
FANCY TOILET SOAPS, HAIR A TOOTH BRUSHES, 
PERFUMERY, OILS and DYE STUFFS, 
BURNING FLUID, Ac. Ac.
CP Physicians’ Prescriptions curefuliy compounded. 
Rockland, Feb. 7, 1860. 7lf
^ cTpTf'essendenT
Druggist and Apothecary,
NO. 5 K IM B A L L  BLO CK .
R O C K L A N D , M E .
O d e  t o  H e r r i c k ,
FILLS ! PILLS .' PILLS .'
Hark to that shout, as it swells on the gule.
Like the cataracts roar, or the wild tempests wall ;
Herrick’s is the pills to banish all ills,
Aud raise up the sufferer when all others fail. 
p il l s ! p il l s ' !  p il l s !! !
In years far ahead, when earth gray with age,
Some rh>mster will place, on his poetic page, these 
verses triumphant—
Herrick’s is the pills, to banish ail ills,
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
These remarkable pills continue to achieve unparalelled
triumphs over disease. In fact they are considered tiie 
alpha and omega, in medicine ; compounded exclsively 
of vegetable extracts, their use is safe, their effects lasting, 
und their cures wonderful ; sustained by their merits for 
twenty-two years, their sale is unapproached by all others 
ooutbined ; elegantly coated witli sugar, and sold in family 
boxes for 25 cents. See advertisement on 3<1 page.
T h e  C on fession s an d  E x p e r ien ce
OF A N  I N V A L I D .
P UBLISHED FOR THE BENEFIT AND AS A warning and tt caution to young men who Buffer from 
Nerruu, Debility, Premature Decu,, Ac.; euppljing at 
the same time the means of Self-Cure. By one who has 
cured himself after being put to great expense through 
medical imposition and quackery. By enclosing a post­
paid addressed envelope, pinole copies may he had of 
the author, NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, Esq., Bedford, 
Kings County., N. Y.
March 12, 1862. I21y
S tag e  a n d  R a ilro a d  Noticed
STAGES w ill leave ROCKLANDfor BATH every morning—Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock A. M., 
and on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 6 1-2 
o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the 
cars leuving at 11.40, A. M., for Portland and Boston, and 
a ,w\wCm?,nec5 wll,‘ l,ie Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
RETURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam- 
artscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock­
land, daily at 3 P. M., or on the arrival of the train from 
F r id » ^ ." nL “cloc°k,’A'‘MOn Moud“>,,> Wedneadays aud 
a Si,tge hImu leaves’ M aine HOTEL D n m n r is c o l la  
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the 2 A. M. 
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri­days, passing by Damariscotta Milk aid thr^  
Whitefleld, East l'ittslon aud Pilt»lo.?Xivh.e a Gardfr
RETURNING— Will leave Gardiner for the above nam­
ed places on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays on the 
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving ut Damaris- 
colta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to 
Rockland. F a r e  6 1 ,2 5 .
J . T. BERRY A CO., Frofbietobs.
Rockland. Dec. 11 1861. 61lf
M A R IN E  J O U R N A L .
PORT 0PK0CKLAND
Arrived.
SUNDAY, July 27.
Sch Angeline, Hix. Vinalhaven, for Sandy Hook.
*• A Powers, Robinsoi), Vimtlhaven for Sandy Hook.
“ R Hewett, Rhoades, Portsmouth.
“ Eagle, Hall, New York.
“ Ocean Star, Ham, Camden.
MONDAY, July 28.
Sch Dover Packet, Wooster. Boston.
“ George A: James, Poland,------- .
“ Lucy Blake, Everett, Boston.
“ Citizen, Drinkwuler, New York.
TUESDAY, July 29.
Sch Cornelia, Blaisdell, Portsmouth.
WEDNESDAY’, July 30.
Sch Corinthian, Small, New Y’ ork.
•• A Jameson, Jameson, New York.
“ Trader, Pittston, New Yrork.
“ FA  Heath, Williams, Boston for Pictou, N S.
“ J Pierce, Wardwell, Bangor. 
u E Arcularius, Haskell, Boston.
Bark Trajan, Babhidge, London.
Brig F Eugene, Achorn, Vinalhaven for New York.
“ James Crosby, Parker, Bangor for Alexandria.
Bark Gen. Lainarri Cody, Bangor for Port au Prince. 
Sch Watchman, Tarr, Bangor for Boston.
“ Elizabeth,------- , Bangor for Pottlnnd.
“ Red Rover,------- , Belfast for New York.
THURSDAY^ June 31.
“ Anny Wooster, Wooster, Philadelphia.
Sailed.
Saturday, July 26.
Sch F Eugene, Achorn, Vinalhaven to load for N Y. 
Sloop Wave, Smith, Jonesport.-
MONDAY, July 28.
Ship Lawrence, Spenr, Port Adelaide, Australia.
Bark Mary Stetson, Gilley, Ship Island.
Sch Freeport, Sawyer, Portland.
“ Minnie Cobb, Averill, Norwich.
“ Neponset, Ingraham, Salem.
“ Janies R, Andrews, Gardiner.
“ Empress, Torrey, Island to load for New Y’ork.
“ Citizen. Drinkwater, Bangor.
“ Pilot, Thompson, Boston.
“ Sarah, Andrews, Boston.
“ SiatetB, Brown, Boston.
“ Leo, Coombs, Boston.
“ A Powers, Robinson, New York.
• “ Equal Kalloch, New York.
“ Sarah, Holden, New Y’ork.
“ Angeline, Staples, Sandy Hook.
WEDNESDAY, July 30. 
Sch A Jameson. Jameson, East.
Trader, Pittston, Camden.
THURSDAY, July 31. 
Sch J  Pierce, Wardwell, Bangor.
“ A Jackson, Pierce, Kennebec.
Launched—At Thomaston, on the 29lh Inst, a fine three 
decked white oak ship oT about 1400 tons, named the Geii. 
McClellan. She is owned by Messrs. Sam’l Watts, A. 
P. Gould, ond others of Thomaston, and is to be com­
manded by Capt. Alfred Watts.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Wreck Buoy inside o f  Entrance to Chesapeake Bay.— 
An iron can buoy painted with black and red horizontal 
stripes, has been placed about midships of the wrecked 
steamer Pendulum, whkh lies In six fathoms water, about 
two miles from the Tuil of the Horse Shoe Light Vessel. 
The Light Vessel bears per compuss from the buoy SE 
1-2 E.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEWPORT—Sid 22d, E Arcuiarius, Haskell, Rockland.
NEW YORK—Cld 22d, sells H. K. Dunton, Sherman, 
Saco ; Trader, Pittston, Roekpou.
Ar 26th, sch I C. Hertz, Spear, Rondout, (aud cleared for 
Boston.
W idows and other Heirs
— OF—
O E C E .1S E D  S O E R IE R S .
CEND IN YOUR CLAIMS for PENSIONS,
i BOUNTIES and arrears of Pay.
IV’o c h a r g e  u n less  S u ccessfu l.
. Pensions and Arrcar of Pay to Soldiers dis­
abled in the present War.
Pensions paid from date o f approval o f Claim. 
Secured at the earliest possible moment, on ap­
plication in person or by letter to
O .  O .  I T A .U U ,
B e r r y ’s B lo c k , M a in  S tre e t,
Rockland, Me .
To insure promptness and success, I have an agent in
Washington who attends personally to the prosecution of 
March 26, 1862. 6m 14
J .  P .  W I S E ,
Hus removed his Stock of
A g r ic u ltu ra l  Im p le m e n ts , Seeds
Stoves a n d  H a r d w a r e  to
NO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK,
where he will be happy to see his old friends and custom­
ers. He ulao offers a new and splendid assortment of
HAYING TOOLS,
at very low’ prices.
Please call and be convinced that that is the J  act.
Rockland, July 1, 1662. 28tf
E D W A R D  H A R R IS  
NORTH STORE IV WALKER BLOCK
(Head o f Park Street and Spear Block.)
R O C l C I L A J V r s  M e .
'DESPECTFULLY informs his many custora- 
! ers and the public in general, that since the burning 
j of the store lately occupied by him in Palmer Block, he 
1 has temporarily established himself at the above place,
| where he is just opening an extensive assortment of care- 
I fully selected and very desirable goods, such us :
B road cloth s, C assiiu eres, D o e sk in s, 
VcatingM , S ilk  a n d  YVool M ix tu re * , Cnwh- 
uierettM , C o tto n a d e* . &c.« & c., a lso
TAILORING TRIMMINGS,
an abundant variety of
G e n tle m en s’s F u rn is h in g  G oods
| and all the latest styles of
HEYATS A N D  C A P S ,
nil of which goods, in which BEAUTY' is strictly com­
bined with DURABILITY, together with a very large and 
complete stock of
C U S T O M -M A D E  C L O T H I N G
of my oyvn manufacture.
I shall be plensed to exhibit to my former patrons and 
to ull who should favor me with their calls, and sell at
E x trem ely  L ow  P r ices.
Please call and see, and be convinced that the place 
where you can get SUITED BEST, where you can BU i  
CHEAPEST, uud where goods are NEVER MISREPRE­
SENTED, is at
EDWARD HARRIS’
N o r th  S to re  in  W a lk e r  B lo c k ,
Head o f  Park Street and Spear Block, 
ROCKLAND, Mb.
June 24, 1862. 27tf
U. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims
of all descriptions, promptly procured.
N o  C l i a r a e  U n l e s s  S u c c e s s f u l .
Application In person or by letter to
C H A R L E S  A . M IL L E R ,
Rockland, Maine.
O ffice in  W ils o n  A. W h it e ’s B lo c k ,
N. B. Pension Claims should be presented immediately.
References.—Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Hon. Abner 
Coburn, Hon. James G. Blaine, Hon. N. A. Farwell, Hon. 
E. K. Smart, Adj’t Gen. John L. Hodsdon, Col. E. K. Har­
ding, Maj. Gen. Wm. H. Titcomb,
Rockland, June 24, 1862. 27tf
T a  R A R E  C H A N C E
T O  P U R C H A S E
DRY GOODS,
C UI E  P  .
The Proprietor of Vo. 1, Berry’s Block,
OFFERS one thousand Ladies’ Dress Patterns 
Y-* at COST, and many at a great reduction from cost, in­
cluding one hundred putterns Plain, Figured, Black and
FANCY D R ESS SILKS,
Plain and Figured Berages, Balzarines, Figured Muslins 
and Lawns, Valencias and Goats Hair. Aud now opening 
a choice selection of
Su m m er D ress Goods,
at prices suited to the times.
F a s h i o n a b l e  C l o a k *  
constantly on hand aud made to order. CLOAKING 
CLOTHS very low.
A great variety purchased at Auction and will be sold at 
Auction Prices.
B la c k  S ilk  a u d  L a c e  V is i le s  a n d  C a p es
at half the cost.
l i e l ^ a i n e s .
One thousand yards of out of style twenty cent De- 
Laine selling from 12 1-2 to 16 cents per yatd.
P R I N T .
Three thousand yards of NEW PRINT selling from 8 
to 11 cents yer yard.
Sh eetin g.
W H I T E  A N D  H O U S E K E E P IN G  GOODS.
A full assortment
C L O T H S , & c.
Cheap Clolha for Men and Boys wear, White and Color­
ed Woolen Flannels, Cotton Flannels, Tickings, Dennims, 
Stripe and Checked Shirtings, English, Scotch and Domes­
tic Ginghams, Cotton and Worsted Damask, French and 
Domestic Patches, Hosiery and Gloves.
In great variety, cheaper than ever before offered ia this 
city.
FE A T H E R S
All grades, very low.
The above named goods together with the ten thousand 
and one articles that go to make up the most extensive 
stock of Dry Goods now offering in this market, will all 
b« sold if possible at some price by the first of September 
next, as I contemplate a change in business and intend to 
commence THE FALL CAMPAIGN with au entire new 
Stock.
P. S. I would say to my old patrons and friends now Is 
rare chance fot you to secure good bargains. Please give
i call.
TO W H O M
Rockland, June 11, 1862.
E. BARRETT.
25tf
N  E X PR E SS  N O TIC E.
M OW EK *  CO.’S
B angor, R ock land  & B oston E x p ress ,
Respectfully solicits a share of the Express business from 
this city and vicinity. Our Agent here,
Mr. GEORGE W . TOEMAY,
will most promptly and faithfully attend to all business, 
ut this Agency.
Office at YV. E. TOLMAN A SONS’ Store, Snow’s 
Brick Building, corner Main and Spring Streets.
MOWER & CO.
Rockland, July 15, 1862. 6w30
N otice .
THE undersigned, hereby gives notice to whom it may concern, that, his wife ELIZA P. BLACK1NGTON, 
having without any justifiable cause left Ilia bed and 
board, and h iving abandoned his dwelliilghouse where she 
was provided with all the necessaries of life, he shall pay 
no bills of her contracting.
WILLARD BLACKINGTON, 2d. 
Rockland, July 17, 1862. 3w*30
D R .  L I G H T H I L L
Being obliged to extend his stay in Skowhegan,
W i l l  P o s i t i v e l y  V i s i t
R O C K U A . 3 S T D ,
K y  t l i e  B t l i  o i '  A - U f f u s t ,  1 8 0 3 .  
Hocklnud, July 10. 1862 20tf
H U R R A H  r i U R R A H !
A great variety of
F a n c y  G oods a n d  T oys,
Of every description, Ladies’ Bags. Portmonaies, Pot’h 
Albums, Combs, Brushes, Fancy Head Pins, Fancy Work 
Boxes, Writing Desks, Bracelets, Cutlery, Fifes, Drums, 
Perfumes, Hair Oils Cologne, Soaps, &c.
P ick les , F r u i t ,  &c.
Pickles, Ketchup. Canned Fruita, Extracts, Olives, Na 
live YVines, Ale.Porter, Fruit, Nuts, Dates, Figs, Tobacco, 
Sugar,Brier Pipes, Meer, Pipes, Coffee <tc.
----also----
R e fr e sh m e n ts , O ysters , I c e  C r e a m , Soda, 
P a s tr y , C o n fe c tio n e r y , <Scc., dec. 
w .  H .  K E E N E ,
N o. 2 P e r r y ’s B lo c k , L im e  R o c k  S tr e e t .
Rockhnd, July 1, 1862. 28if
CERTA IN  CURE
I i i  a l l  c a s e s ,  o r  N o  C ’l i a r g e s  3 I a d . c .
DR. DOYV is consulted daily, from 8 a. m. to 8 p. bi. as above, upon all difficult and chronic diseases of every 
name and nature, having by his unwearied attention and 
extraordinary success gained a reputation which calls pa­
tients from all pariu of the country to obtain advice 
Among the physicians in Boston none stand higher in 
the profession than the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 End­
icott street, Boston. Those who need the services of an 
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call.
P. 6. Dr. Dow impoits aud has for sale a new article, 
culled the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for $1,
aud a red stamp. 
April, 1862.
G A L ' I M O X
T o F e m a le s  in  D e lic a te  H ea lth .
I)R. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 and 9 Endicott 
Street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases incident 
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri, oi falling of the 
YVotnb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual 
derangements, are all treated upon new pathological 
principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a very few 
days. So invariably certain is this new inode of treat­
ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, and 
the afflicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow bus no doubt had greater experience in the 
cure of diseases of women and children, than any other 
physician in Boston.
Boarding accomodations for patients who may wish to 
stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten­
tion to an office practice, for the cure (if Private Diseases 
and Female.Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the 
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they 
will not be answered-
Office Hours from 8 a. m. to 9 p . m-
April, 1862. 161y
AND STILL THEY COME !!
MORE NEW GOODS.
The subscriber has again returned from BOSTON with 
another large lot of rich and fashionable goods direct from 
the Manufactory, all bought at Cash prices.
ALL IN YVANT OF
H a ts , C aps, B oots, Shoes, &c.,
cannot fail to he suited here as large supplies have daily 
been received front Boston and New Y’ork Markets, for 
the past month making the stock now more complete than 
ever, comprising all the styles and fashions in existence, 
and selling at unprecedented low prices.
C A L L  A N D  E X A M IN E  A T
W E N T W O R T H ’S,
Rockland, July 1, ie62.
H A Y IN G  TO OLS.
* LARGE ASSORTMENT OF HAYING
-2A. TOOLS may be found at
No. 2 A tlan tic  B lo c k
which will be aoid at wholesale or retell, including
SCYTHES,
SNATHS,
RAKES,
FORKS,
RIFLES and
STONES.
ALSO—Agency for W O O D ’S M O W IN G  M A -
CH INE the best in use.
6. M. VEAZIE.
Rockland, June 24, 1662. 6w27
N IC H O L S ’
E lix i r  o f  B a rk  a n d  I ro n ,
FOR Sale at J . S. HALL & CO.’S
BocWaad,’.April 30,1869<
IT MAY CONCERN.
B e it K n o w n , T b a t
T. A. W EN TW O R TH
HAS just received and has now in Store thelargest and most perfect assortment of
THIN HATS
ever offered to the public.
He is; weekly receiving large supplies from Boston and
therefore keep posted on the vuriaty of style and prices.
M E N  B O Y S ,
Now is your time to get fitted out for the coming WARM 
WEATHER, und
No. 2 Spofford Block, is the Place.
Rockland, June 10,1862. 25tf
OLD F R IE N D S
IN  T H E  R IG H T  P L A C E  
D e r r ic k ’s S u gar C oated P i l l s !
The best family Cathartic in 
[the World.. Used twenty 
years by
FIVE M ILLIO N S .
OF PERSONS
A N N U A L L Y ;
always give satisfaction ; con­
taining nothing injurious; pat­
ronized by the Principal phy­
sicians in the UNION; elegant­
ly coated with sugar. Large 
[Boxes 25 cents; 5 Boxes one 
dollar. Full directions with
______________________each box. YVarranted superior
to any Pills before the public.
H e r r ic k ’ft K id  S tr e n g th e n in g  P la s te r s  c u r e
n five hours, pains and weakness of the breast, side und
W A N T E D  IM M E D IA T E L Y .
40 A B LE BO D IED  MEN,
F or C om pan y G, lGtli R eg im en t,
COL. A. W . W ILDES.
P a y  fr o m  1 3  to  2 1  d o lla r s  p e r  M on th .
Pay, Clothing and subsistence to commence from date 
of enlistment.
By a recent order from the W ar Department, an addi­
tional bounty of $25, will be paid each man, making in all 
$40, before leaving the State.
A B o u n ty  o f  S1OO C ash  w i l l  b e  p a id  a t
the close of the war or a Land Bounty, of 160 acres for 
occupation.
N. C. WOOD ART), Recruiting Officer.
Recruiting Office in Spofford Block, over Mrs. YVasa’s 
Store. .
Rockland, July 8, 1862. 29tf
N o tice .
THE Committee on Claims and Accounts will be in ses­sion at the Custom House, the first Friday of every inoath until otherwise ordered.
T. K. OSGOOD,
C. L. ALLEN, Committee.V Is XtU tW, > I
G. W. KIMBALL, Jr. > 
Rockland, May 14,1862. 21tf
Fisherm en’s Findings.
A GOOD SUPPLY of Hooks, Lines, Nets, Oil Clothes, 
fY. Boots, Ac., Ac., low lor the times by
H .H.CR1E.
BocUthd, May 1,1962. U «
of time. Spread on beautiful ophite lamK skin, their use 
subjects the wearer to no inconvenience, and each one 
will wear from one week to three months. Price 18 3-4 
cents.
Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills and Kid Plasters are sold 
in all parts of the United Stales, Canadas and South 
America and may be obtained by calling for them by their 
full name.
Dr. L. R. HERRICK A CO., Albany, N. Y.
The above articles are sold by F. G. COOK, C. P. FES­
SENDEN, J. S. HALL A CO., aud LEVI M. ROBBINS, 
Rockland; C. M. Knight. Rockport: .lames Perrv and E. 
C. Fletcher, Camden; YV. K. Duncan and David Howe, 
Lincolnville; II. N. Lancaster A Co., Northport.
E. BLASH FIELD, Travelling Agent.
February 13, 1862. 8p81y
WILSON A WHITE’S BLOCK,
SIG N  O F  T H E  G O L D E N  E A G L E .
Rockland, Me.
KEEPS a full assortment of Pure and Duadulterated Drugs, Medich.es, Ac. They all being new, must 
therefore be fresh, and they can be bought at a satisfactory
price.
Remember they can be found at the Sign of the Golden
Eagle.
Rockland, April 17,1861. iVtf
NEW SOUTH MARKET.
J . S. W A U L , Proprietor.
THE Subscriber having rellited anil pul in good order the Store in iht Israel Ferry Building, (leteb by O. P. Hix, nearly o p p c .e  Cebb. Wight ‘ C w J " 1 
having Blocked the same with a general aaaortmeui I
P ro v is io n s , G ro cerie s , &c.,
Would be pleased to furnish hie friends and fellow citixena 
with
F a m ily  G ro c er ies , F r e sh  M e a ts , S a lt  M e a ts , 
V e g eta b le* , A c .,
nt .ho hp«r nualitics aud at the LOWEST PRICES. _
■Under xih.© L e a v e r
Oft have 1 walked these woodland path. 
Id sadness, not foreknowing,
That underneath the withered leaves,
The flowers of spring were growing.
To-day the winds have swept away 
Those wrecks of autumn splendor,
And here the fair Arbutus flowers 
Are springing, fresh nnd tender.
O prophet flowers, with lips of bloom, 
Surpassing in their beauty,
The pearly tints of ocean Bhells,
Ye teach me Faith and Duty.
Walk life’s dark way, ye seem to say,
In faith and hope, foreknowing
That where man sees but withered leaves, 
God sees the fait flowers growing.
1862.
S P R I N G  T R A D E .
D R Y  G O O D S
D R Y  G O O D S.
J^EOIDED BARGAINS may be found at the
NEW DRY GOODS STORE,
D r. T. L. ESTA B R O O K ,
C IT Y  P H Y S IC IA N ,
O f f i c e , — P i l l s b u r y ’s  N e w  I 5 1 o c l c .  
BonrdM a t  th e  T h o r n d ik e  H otel*—where calls
may be left when the Dr. cannot be found a, his office.
Dr. Estabrook will be pleuned to attend to all calls with
which he may be favored, at his office, where he may 
be found day or night.
Particular attention given to diseases o fthe  eye and
Ear.
Rockland, April 2, 1862. 3inl5
E P H R A IM  W . B A R T L ET T ,
Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in
CARPETINGS.
No 7 K im b a ll B lock .
M IL L IN E R Y OUTSIDE ROUTE.
W hat the Soldiers want in Warm Weatber 
—The July Dumber of Hall's Journal o f Health 
contains the following excellent advice to those 
who are writing to soldiers in the army :
“  I f  you write to a soldier, friend or relative 
in the army, using a  common envelope and a 
sheet of foolscap paper, you may also add, with­
out exceeding the weight for which a three cent 
postage 6tamp will pay, a6 much tea as a tea­
spoon will take up twice, or as much black or 
cayenne pepper, such as is obtained from a 
good drug store under the name o f Capsicum,’ 
as you can take up a t once with a common tea­
spoon, and the smaller envelope of thin paper 
to hold either. Chewing the tea, a pinch at a 
time, every hour or half hour while keeping 
guard, or under circumstances of great thirst, 
or of excessive weariness or sleepiness, will en­
liven, will modify thirst, will invigorate, or 
will waken up to a grateful extent, considering 
the amount of tea used, and its perfect safety 
from ulterior ill results, such as follow the use 
of alcoholic drinks.
But a teaspoonful of genuine ‘Capsicum’ is 
worth ten-iold its weight of tea-leaves, especial­
ly in summer, in many ways ; for example, a 
single quarter of a pinch will save a man's life 
—that quarter of a pinch being put in a sleepy 
sentinel's eye. If it don’t  waken him up, and 
everybody else within an Indian yell's distance, 
then it is not a prime article of capsicum. A 
single pinch in a glass of flat or warmish water, 
will nullify these qualities, and besides satisfy­
ing thirst, will invigorate and effectually pre­
vent that uncomfortable sensation arising from 
having drank largely of water. A good pinch, 
eaten at each meal, or whenever a cup of coffee 
or tea or water is swallowed, will always invig­
orate digestioq, aids to prevent acidity, and is, 
besides, a great antagonist of the diarrhea, dys- 
entary, flux and ‘looseness,’ which are the great 
scourges of all armies. A level teaspoon of 
capsicum daily, taken in eating and drinking, 
or both, or if taken a pinch at a time during 
the day or night, would do more real good, and 
that without any ill result, than ten times the 
cost in rum and quinine, as a preventive against 
chills and fever.
Liquor and quinine initiate the soldier into 
intemperate habits ; they will wake up a love, 
a craving, a slavery to strong drink, which pep­
per and water will never do. The latter in­
vigorates like food, the former merely excites, 
then leaves weaker than before. A pinch of 
capsicum, which is simply pure cayenne pep­
per, will do a great deal more towards warming 
up a soldier, towards invigorating him, to­
ward keeping him vigilant on guard, and to­
ward modifying thirst or fatigue, than the best 
glass of grog ever swallowed. Capsicum goes 
further, and is more efficient for all purposes 
than black pepper ; if by express or privately, 
send half a pound at a time, in a tin box. If 
you have nothing else to send in your letters, 
send a few pins or a needle and some thread.— 
Many have seen the time when a string or a 
pin would have been worth ten times its ordi­
nary value. \\  rite often to the soldier. Write 
long letters. Give all the news you can think 
of. Let every line be full of love : of kind, af­
fectionate interest and encouragement. Be sure 
to inculcate a generous magnauiity towards 
those who oppose, so as to have as few obsta­
cles as possible to a cordial coming together 
again, when the good time comes, as it certain­
ly will, before long.”
Canada’s Best Policy.—The Toronto Globe 
has the following sensible remarks on the pros­
pect of a war with the United States, a sub1 
ject which the Canadian ptess generally are 
too much disposed to agitate :—
‘ As we have Qfjju S1id before, there is no 
reason to urea(j war w£th the United S tates; 
111P not necessary to rush into debt in order to 
guard against i t ; it is not necessary lor the 
Governor to go about like a second Peter the 
Hermit, preaching a crusade against the Yan­
kees. All that is necessary is to hold our 
tongues, to cultivate peace and good will with 
our neighbors and mankind in general, and 
have the nucleus of an army prepared as an 
earnest of our willingness to fight when requir-1 
ed. I f  we do this we shall not be molested. I 
If, on the contrary, we enter upon large arma-i 
ments, cripple our resources, and threaten and ; 
abuse our neighbors, we shall not only ruin i 
our finances and drive away emigrants, but we : 
shall bring upon ourselves the war wc a rc ' 
anxious to avoid.”
The SUMMER CAMPAIGN has begun at
SIM O N TO N ’S,
And they are now displaying the best stock of
Ever offered in the City of Rockland to which we iuvite 
the attention of BUYERS that feel interested in
L o w  3 ? r l o e s .
T. E . & F . J .  SIM ONTON ,
Rockland, March 3 1862.
N o . 4  B e r r y  B a o ck .
15lf
Carpetings.
PETINGS which comprises
B R U SSE LS, T A P E S T R Y , T H R E E  P L Y ,
E X T R A  STPER F1N E, SU PER FIN E, f c . ,  
SA M P SO N 'S  and other popular makers.
FLO O R O IL  CLOTHS
all widths. HEMP and STRAW Carpetings, Wool and 
Cotton Bookings, Crumb Clodis, Rugs, Mats, Hassocks, 
and every article usually found in a
F i r s t  C lass C a rp e t S to re .
Prices always satisfactory. A few more pieces of 
that good quality
H E M P  C A R P E T IN G  fo r  s a le  n t 1 5  c c n *8 I O ffice N 
p e r  y a rd .
Don't fo rg e t the Place.
T. E. & F. J .  SIMONTON,
N o . 4  B e r r y  B lo c k ,
Auction Job lots of Merchandise
are being received by every steamer from BOSTON and 
will be offered at prices to conform to the times. This is 
the place to invest, und where a full equivalent will be 
given for monies received. We are selling
Ladies’ and Gents’ Bleached and Un­
bleached Hose, 10 to 20 cents.
Ladies’ Cotton and Lisle thread Gloves, 02 to 17 “
Embrordered Cambric and Muslin Col­
lars, 10 to 62 “
White and Colored Skeleton Skirts (27 
and 32 Hoops,) 75 to 87 “
Lawns, Cambrics and Dress Muslins, 10 to 12 “
Light and Dark Dress Prints, 06 to 11 “
New Style Striped Figured Silks, 50 to 62 “
Substantial Pant stuff for Boys wear, 20 to 30 u
Black, Brown and Green Broadcloths,
Superior Style Cashmere Shawls,
Linen, Plain and Hemstitched Handker­
chiefs,
—ALSO—
LINENS, WHITE CHECKED and PLAIN CAMBRICS, 
TARLTONb, BLEACHED and UNBLEACHED 
COTTONS, SARSNET, CAMBRICS, 
SILICIAS, GENTS’ COLLARS,
CRAVATS, &c., Ac.,
all bought at the bottom of the market and will be sold at 
the very lowest figures.
The goods will be freely exhibited to those who wish, 
and also io those who do not wish to purchase.
Rocklond^Uy 27, 1662. 22tf
AND R U B B E R S,
SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,
French anil American Calf Skins,
L i n i n g s ,  B i n d i n g s .
K id a n d  G oat S tock , R u b b er  G oring
S hoe D u c k , P e g s , LastM, S h oe N a iltt a n d  
S hoe T o o ls  o f  a l l  k in d s ,
A T  T H E  B R O O K , M A I N  S T .
Rockland, September 2, 1861. 337
FANCY GOODS,
at Ko. 4 Perry Block,
L IM E  RO C K  S T R E E T , RO C K LAN D .
A  S p len d id  A s so r tm e n t o f
Spring and Summer Millinery.
A n d  F a n c y  f l o o d s ,  
consisting in part of the following articles.
Straw , F a n cy  <V m ou rn in g  B o n n ets
$ 3 . 0 0  T o  B o s t o n .
S p r i n g  A r r a n g e m e n t .
The large nnd Staunch Steamer
MENEMON SANFORD,
C A P T . E . H . S A N F O R D ,
I V ILL leave Ba NGOR, or as far up as the ice will ad- 
»r mit, for BOSTON, every Mot day and Thursday at 
11 o’clock, A. M., commencing on Thursday, April 17 ; ar­
riving at ROCKLAND at about 5 o’clock, P. M.
Returnino—Leaves Foster’s South Wharf BOSTON, 
for BANGOR, and intermediate landings on the river, 
every Tuesday and Friday, afternoon, at 5 o’clock, arriv­
ing at ROCKLa N'D every Wednesday and Saturday 
morning at about 5 o’clock.
F A R E —From Rockland to Boston, $ 2 .0 0 .
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
, M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
Agent’s Office at Police Court Room.
April 17, 1662. 8m 17
S. M. P E T T IA G IIX  A CO.’S
BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS,
1,50 to 225 
4 00
L A T E S T  N O V E LT Y
C L O A K S .
The S l i o i ’t  S a c k  together with several other j 
New Patterns of LADIES GARMENTS, just received 
and we are now prepared io
Manufacture Cloaks and Mantillas
in all the Latest Spring Styles.
M RS. M. ALLEN ,
whose long experience in our CLOAK DEPARTMENT is 
a auflicicut guarantee that every Gurnieut will suil ia atill 
with us and will be ever ready io CUT GARMENTS for 
those who prefer to buy their Ciolh elsewhere and make 
their own cloaks.
ALSO, every article used in the manufacture of Cloaks 
may be foun-J at our Store.
T . E . & F .  J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o . 4  B e r r y  B lo c k .
SIL K S ! SIL K S ! !
Owing to the DEPRESSION in the sale oltHIGH COST 
GOODS our Stock of
B la c k  a n d  F a n c y  S ilks
will be sold at much less than former prices.
T . E . & F . J .  S IN IO X T O X ,
N o . 4 B e r r y  B lo c k .
to 25
®ltt gtotklaud 
JO B  P R I N T I N G
1 3 s t a l 3 l i s l i m o n . t !
(ESTABLISHED, A. D. 1846.)
,  C u sto m  H o u se  B lo c k . {UpStairs,)
Are prepared at all times to execute nil kinds of
P R I N T I N G  !
The attention of Merchants, Manufacturers, Traders, 
all others in want of Printing is invited to this 
Establishment, which contuins
and j
The Largest and Best Assortment of
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
®  I P  I S
Approved Machine Presses,
adapted fori speed, durability and beauty of executioi 
presenting, with
L O W  P R I C E S
Extra Inducements for Patronage.
W A SH IN G T O N  H O U SE,
NO 1 , B R O A D W A Y ,
NEW YORK.
1 take pleasure in announcing to my old patrons, that I 
have opened, repaired, and refitted in the most thorough 
manner, the above commodious nnd pleasantly situated 
house, where I shall be most happy to see my old friend*, 
and shall spare no effort in making them a pleasant and 
agreeable home, and would here take pleasure in ac­
knowledging past favors.
JOHN E. MERRILL, Proprietor, 
Formerly o f  the Webster House Boston. 
May 7, 1662 20tf
in great variety.
H osiery untl Gloves,
ALSO,—KNITTING nnd TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN 
YARN, ZEPHYR nnd GERMAN WORSTED
in great variety.
H O O D  m id  S H E T L A N D  Y A R N S .
Embroidering; M aterials,
Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK, 
Tambo, Moravian and Nun’s Cotton, Linen Floss,
Portland and New York Steamers.
The splendid nnd fast Steamship 
C H E S A P E A K E , Capt. S. Crowell, 
will until further notice run as follows :
Leaves Brown’s Wharf, Portland, everv WEDNESDAY 
at 4 o’clock P. M., nnd leave Pier 9, North River, New 
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
The vessels are fining up with fine ’accommodations for 
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com­
fortable route for travellers between New York and Maine, 
Passage $5.00, including Fare and State Room.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, 
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
Shippers are requested’ to send their Freight to the 
steamers as earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that she leaves 
Portland.
For Freight and Passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Portland.
II. B CROMWELL, <fc CO., No 66 West Street, N. Y
December, 3,1861. (Nov. 25.) 50if
INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.
Office, 30 B rom fleld S tree t, B oston .
Rev. N. President.
Rev. P MASON,V ire President 
R. GREENE, M. D., Superintending Physician.
This Institution was established for the cure of Disease, 
upon the principles of innocent medication, entirely dis­
carding the use ot Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the Blood, 
Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Liver Com­
plaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism, Female Com­
plaints, and a great variety of ordinary Diseases are suc­
cessfully treated by Medicine which may be sent to any 
part of the country with full direction.s
Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with com­
plicated diseases, should immediately avail themselves of 
Dr Greene’s personal attention.
Consultation at the office, or by mail, lree of charge.
Dr. Greene will be at the office from 8 A. M , to IP .  M.
The office wdl he open, nnd competent persons in at­
tendance, from 7 1-2 A. M., to 6 P. M.
All communications should he directed to R. GREENE, 
M. D , 36 Bromfleld Street, Boston.
Note. Persons wishing io investigate this method of 
practice, or its superior success, will bs furnished with a 
pamphlet descriptive o f  treatment, free, by addressing R. 
GREENE, M. D., 36 Bromfleld Street, Boston, Mass.
George Warren,
W IL D E S ’ H O T E L ,
N O . 4G  E L M  S T R E E T ,  
B O S T O N .
MERRITT & WHITTEMORE, P roprietors.
October 15, 1861. S8tf
Commercial House,
;O pposite  B eethoven  H all,
M a i n  S t r e e t ,  R o c k l a n d ,  M a i n e .
Well fitted and furnished, and now ready for the recep­
tion of transient or permanent gueats.
ROBERT ANDERSON, Proprietor.
Rockland, August 21, 1661. 35tf
TH O RN D IK E HOTEL.
G . W . H O D G E S , P r o p r ie to r .
CORNER MAIN AND SEA STREETS, ROCKLAND. 
Single persons o- small Families accommodated with
board on liberal terms.
Coaches ulways iu attendance to tuke guests to and
from the sever 11 steamers.
Rockland April 17, 1860. 17tf
S A  I L  - M  A K I N  G  ,
AT NO. 3 C ROCKETT BLO CK ,
I T  COCHRAN’S loft mav be found all articles used in 
A  making and repairing sails.
D u c k , B o ll  R o p e , T w in e ,  T h im b le s , C o r d ­
a g e  ami a lot of second hand fore und aft sails in good 
repair, for sale cheap.
SAILS made und repaired at short notice.
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore received : Augusta, Maine, 
the same is respectfully solicited. .1. L. Cutler, P
Rockland, March 11, 1862. 12tf
W H IT E  GOODS,
Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolius, Mar­
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually 
kept in such an establishment.
A G E N T  F O R
FR EN C H  and A M E R IC A N  H A IR  W O RK, 
of the best manufacture in the United States, which he 
keeps constantly on hand or orders ut short notice.
B O N N E T S  B L E A C H E D  A N D  P R E S S E D .
II. HATCH.
Rockland, April 23, 1862. 43tf
T o  W h o e v e r  it M ay C oncern .
OFFICERS OF THE ARMY AND NAVY ANDTH MEN—if deceased, their heirs entitled to Bounty 
Money or Lands, Back Pay and ' Pensions for sevrices in 
any of the wars of the Unitod States from the Revolution 
including the present war- I have had many years ex­
perience in procuring the different claims due for services 
in the different claims due for services In the different 
wars and having the laws and opinions in such cases. I 
am prepared to assist any person who may wish my 
vices, on rensouub'e terms. Inlormation given gratis, by 
mail or otherwise. I have bail much trouble in procuring 
claims after others have been empliyed. To insure su 
cess, employ men that know how to do vour business.
'F . A. LEWIS.
O F F IC E  M A IN  S T R E E T .
Belfast March 25, 1662. 6m 14
TIIAYER 4. WARREN,
PROFBIETOR OF THE
LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month. Steer­
age Passage, $20. Also, Agent for New York and Liver­
pool Steamships, sailing from New York every Saturday, 
and from Liverpool every Wednesday, and calling at 
Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin Passage’, $75. 3d Class, 
$30. ’
Sight Bills of Exchange, for Xl Sterling and upward, 
payable ut any Bank iu Great Britain or Ireland, constant­
ly for sale
For Passage, Certificates, Steamer Tickets, Drafts, or 
for further information, Address,
GEORGE Wa RREN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.
II. C O C H R A N ,
w I 1 t a k e  risks on
D w e l l i n g  Houses, 
Household Furniture, 
Stores, Stocks of Goods, 
Finishing R i s k s  o r  
buildings in process o 
construction, und a 1 
other insurable proper­
ty, in the following com­
panies, known to be safe 
and prompt in the ad­
justment of their losses
IiA uTI’UUU HU E INSURANCE CO.,
Hartford Connecticut. Incorp. 1819. Charter perpetual.
Capital $500,000,....................Surplus upwards of $210,000.
H. Huntington, Pres’t. T. C. Allyn, Secretary.
HOME INSURANCE CO.
Few York City.
CaslfCapital $1,000,000.................. .......Surplus $300,000.
Chas. .1. Martin, President.
A. F. Wilmurth, Vice Pres’t. J. M. Smith, Sec’y.
CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Connecticut....................Cash Capital $250,000.
C. N. Bowers Pres’t. C. C. Waite, Sec’y.
A .  S. R I C E ,
A tto rn e y  & C o u n se llo r a t  L aw .
OFFICE NO. 2, KIMBALL BLOCK,
R O C K L A N D , M E .
Rocklaud, Jan. 1, 1862. 3tf
GEORGE. W. FRENCH,
A tto rn e y  a n d  C o u n se llo r  a t  L aw
T H O M A S T O N . M E .
October 23, 1861. 43tf
MAINE INSURANCE CO.
......................... Capital $60,000.
J. 11. Williams, Sec’y.
A Paris correspondent says:—“ Mr. Slidell 
still lives here in good style, in an apartment 
costing 18,000 francs—though we hear he is 
looking about for a cheaper order of things I 
saw a person who called for ‘Monsieur le Min- 
istre dee Etats Confederees,’ and the footman 
replies that ‘Monsieur le Ministre is a t home.’ 
M e are told he is looking very despondent, but 
says the confederates are doing very well at 
present, and that the war will not be ended as 
soon as people think.”
Chinese J ustice.—Much has been said of the 
“  Happy dispatch ” among the Japanese. But 
the Chinese often dispatch a poor wreteh in a 
somewhat unhappy manner. A letter dated 
Shanghae, May 3, states that the keeper of an 
eating house in that city had a few days before 
charged a visitor with catiDg a quantity of rice 
not paid for, when an angry disputearc.se. A 
mandarin was sent for, who ordered the victim 
to be ripped open to ascertain whether he had 
swallowed the food. It was done, and no rice 
found. A false chargHiad been mp.Ue ; and to 
put things to right, according to Cfiinese ideas, 
the hen/i of the accuser was quickly taken off, 
when the magistrate was ready for another job.
A young friend of ours, a real live Yankee, 
who was and is determined to take the earliest 
opportunity and first chances for speculation, 
has just re tu rn e d  from  n th r u ,  d a y s ’ ra in h le j 
during which time he has traveled a circuit of 
over one hundred miles through the State 
openly proclaiming himself a Yankee and Union 
man, in search of resin, turpentine, &c., in 
which he has been eminently successful, and 
found all the old farmers, almost without a 
single exception, strongly in favor of the old 
Union, and praying for an early restoration of 
jjgaee.—Newbern Progress. .
Newspaper Subscribers.— People who owe 
for newspapers, sometimes think they can get 
rid of payment by requesting the Postmaster 
to order it stopped. In such a case tho pub­
lisher exercises his own discretion ; and if he 
continues to send it, he can collect the whole 
amount whether the paper is taken from the 
office or not. There can be no legal discontinu­
ance until the payment is made.
Some idea may be formed of the wealth of 
San Francisco from the fact that 320 persons 
and firms of thgicity  are assessed during the 
present year in-sums of §10,000 and over, in 
personal property.
I t  is stated by correspondents, a t the London 
exhibition, that the United States will carry 
off more premiums in proportion to the articles 
exhibited, than any other nation.
The Wrecker's Prayer. - A  London literary 
paper gives the following as the prayer 3  
fe, the children of the Scarborough Seekers® in 
England in old times : “  God bits, daddy, God 
bless mammy, God send ship ashore before 
morning! Amen!”
W IN D O W  SH A D E S.
CLOTH WINDOW SHADES in every Style of Gilt, 
Painted or Crayon, RUSTIC BLINDS, Cord and Tassels, 
Tassel Hooks and Loops, Curtain Fixtures, Side Light 
Curtains, Damasks, FEATHERS, and every article in the 
UPHOLSTERY Line.
T . E . A  F . J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o . 4  B e r r y  B lo c k .
CLOAK INGS.
We have a fine Slock of these goods in Broadcloths, 
Tricots, Light-Weights, Zepher Cloakings, Repellants, 
Glenhuni Sackings, <fcc. Also Machine Silk, Orrs t  Mac- 
naught’s Spool Cotton all Colors and Numbers, Galloon 
and Prussian Bindings, Q#tble Braid an 1 Tassels. Exam­
ine our Stock before making your purchases.
T . E . & F . J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o. 4  B e r r y  B lo c k .
HO O P SK IR TS.
Now is your time to buy Skirts, as we have a VERY 
LARGE STOCK, bought
D irect o f  tlie  M an u fa ctu rers ,
which wc Hindi sell without regard to the “ WAR TAX,” 
which will soon make them from two to lour Dollars per 
dozen higher.
Call early andsecure a GOOD BARGAIN.
T . E . & F . J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o. 4  B e ir y  B lo c k .
Il is our aim, by the prompt and faithful execution of all 
orders, the superior character and style of every des­
cription of work, the judicious and tasteful selec­
tion of new type, the adoption of all
Valuable Inventions & Improvements,
j as they may occur, to rank ^econd to no other Printing 
j Establishment in this section of the State.
Among the varieties of work which we are prepared to 
execute, are
B umI iichm nn<l W c d d iu g  C a r d s ,
V is i t in g  C a r d s ,
B a ll  T ic k e ts ,
H a n d b il ls ,
S h o w - B il l* ,
P r o g r a m  m es,
P o s te r s ,
B il l - H e a d s ,
B i l l s  o f  F a r e ,
W a y  B il ls ,  
E n v e lo p e s ,  
C ir c u la r s ,
M a n u fa c tu r e r s*  T a g s ,
L a b e ls  o f  a l l  k iu d s .
O rd er B o o k s .
B a n  It C h e c k s .
B a u k  B o o k s ,
B la n k  N o tes ,
B i l l s  o f  L a d in g .
In su r a n c e  B la n k s ,  
T o w n  B la n k s ,  
W o o d  B ills ,  
H a y  B il l s ,  
M ilk  B il ls .
B ook a n d  P a m p h le t  P r in t in g
For which we have every facility, and which will he at. 
tended to promptly, und executed correctly.
[ ? W 3 W ] © a ? ] © © f L © % 3 =
G O L D ,  S I L V E R ,  C R I M S O N
and other
Colors o f  R ronze W ork ,
And all descriptions of Plain and Fancy Work in the 
Printing line that may be required.
O* Persons wishing for woikiu our line are invited to
call, as we can suit them, both as to style and ptice.
J . PORTER & SON,
N o. 5 C u stom  H o u se  B lo c k . {Up Stairs,) 
Over J. C. Libbev «fc Son’s, Hardware Store.
Rocklaud, April 3, 1862.
W . V I t l t E N  F A C T O R Y
YARNS, FLA N N ELS &c.
W . O. FULLER, - - Spear Block,
A g e n t  fo r  th e  W a r r e n  F a c t o r y ,
JAS ON HAND A GOOD STOCK OF THEIR
Y a rn s , F la n n e ls , C assim eres and
S a t in c t ls ,
which will be sold at the Factory prices for Cash or Wool 
Rockland, June 12, 1861. 25tf
A Liberal Landlady.—A patriotic widow 
lady, at Portlaod has consented to let the board 
of her patrons “  run right on ”  in case they 
volunteer for the war. J
Couterfcits on the legal demand issue of 
Treasury notes have made their appearance in 
Louisville.
A corporation with a soul Tho Pennsyl- 
llroa<  ^ Company have contributed 
$o0,000 to provide a bounty for volunteers.
M O U R N IN G  GOODS.
This Department receives our particular attention and 
snow supplied with the choicest Goods to be found in 
the Market.
T . E . & F .  J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o . 4  B e r r y  B lo c k .
JURIED CURRANTS,
CITRON,
TAMARINDS,
FIGS,
LEMONS,
HONEY, Ac., Ac.
J .  S. HALL. & CO.,
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
SU M M E R  B A LM O RA LS.
A new article in the Market, full width nnd length,just 
'receivedj also a fine assortment of Moreens; which will be 
sold low.
T . E . F .  J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o . 4  B e r r y  B lo c k
QLTILTS! Q U IL T S !
Marseilles, Lancaster and HONEY COMB Quills con 
ataM y on hand. Also a few Woolen Blankets, which will 
he sold without regard to cost.
T . IE. & F .  J .  S IM O N T O N ,
N o . 4  B e r r y  B lo c k .
T H E  G R EA T CAUSE OP
EETTMA.3ST M I S E R Y .
Just Published in a Sealed Envelope ; Price 6 cts.
A LECTUHE BY Dn. CULVERWELL ON THE 
CAUSE AND CURE of Spermatorrhea, Consumption. 
Mental nnd Physical Debility, Neivousness, Epilepsy ; 
Impaired Nutrition of the Body ; Lassitude ; Weakness of 
the Limbs and the Back ; Indisposition, and Incnpa 
for Study und Labor ; Dullness of Apprehension , Los 
Memory -, Aversion to Society ; Love ofSolitude; Timidi­
ty ; Self-Distrust;Dizziness; HeaJache ; Affections of the 
Eyes ; Pimples on the Face ; Involuntary Emissions, and 
Sexual Incapacity . the Consequences of Youthful Indis­
cretion, Ac. Ac.
O* This admirable Lecture clearly proves thnt the 
above enumerated, often self afflicted evils, may be re­
moved without inedecine and without dnngerous surgical 
operations, and should be read by every youth and every 
man in the land-
Sent under seal, to any address, in a plain, seuled en­
velope, on the receipt of six cents, or two postage stamps, 
by oddres.utg cllA S J. C. KLINE A CO.,
127 Bowery, New York, Post Office Box, 4586.
Moy, 13, 1802. (ra21) 7ly
Iro n  and  Steel.
A FINE ASSORTMENT JUST RECEIVED
-cL  and for sale as low us the lowest, at the Brook, by 
H. H. CR1E.
Rockland, May, 1, 1862. 19tf
BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,
. /  r  r  c a r s  o f  p  a y  S ec  u r  e d
TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.
Sold iers w ounded or in any w ny injured or w h o  die 
from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted 
while in service 0hey or their heirs) cun have tho same 
secured by applying, to
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law.
Thomaston, October 16, 1861. 43tf
’ LysanderI iill,”
C o u n se llo r  & A tto rn e y  a t  L aw ,
T H O M A S T O N , M E .
February 20, 1861. 9tf
” O. G 7 H A I X 7 -
Jlttrn 'iicn  a t  J m v ,
B E R R Y ’S B L O C K , M A IN  S T R E E T ,
NEW ENGLAND FIRE A MARINE INSURANCE CO. 
Hartford, Connecticut.
Cash Capital S2U0,000.........................Assets over 230,000.
N'.M. Waterman, Pres’t. Geo. D. Jew ett, Secr’y.
WESTERN MASS. INSURANCE CO.
Pittsfield, Mass....... Cash Capital anil surp. over $200,000.
E. H. Kellogg, l’res’t. J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.
SPRINGFIEl D FIRE & MARINE INSURANCE CO. 
Springfield, Mass.
Ca>h Capital $200,000......................Assets over $448,000
Edmund Freeman, Pres’t. Win. Connor, Jr., Sec’y.
CHARTER OAK FIRE & MARINE CO.
Hartford, Conn.......................................... Capital, $300,000
R. Gillett, President. J , H. Sprague, Sec’y.
HAMPDEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Springfield, Mass..................... Capital and assets,$220,000
W. B. Calhoun, Pres’t. J . C. Pynchon, Sec’y.
CONWAY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Conway, Mass.......................................... Capital $200,000.
J. S. Whitney, Pres’t. D. C. Rogers, Sec’y.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
S a lem . M ass................................... Capital and Assets, $350,000.
A. Story, Pres’l. J. T. Burnham, ridc’y.
THOMASTON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO. 
Thomaston, Maine.
Atwood Levensaler, Pres’l. Win. R. Keith, Sec’y
PENOBSCOT MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
* Bangor, Maine.
E. L. Hamlin, "res t. B. Plummer, Sec’y.
L ife .In su ra n c e .
Life insurance effected irt the following sound companies 
doing business on (he most approved plans, and offering in­
ducements second to no other companies. Premiums may 
be paid quarterly, semi-aunually, or yeuily.
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
Boston, Muss.............. Accumulated Capital, $l,200,000<
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
Hartford, Connecticut... Accumulated Capitul. 3 000,000.
(t~y The above are the oldest Life Insurance Companies 
ill the United Slates. 7 he insured participate in the profits
L ad ie s  a n d  G e n tle m en
H A IR  W O R K .
A new and full assortment which will be sold
C l i e  a p  f o x *  C  a  s  l x  -
—ALSO—
M R S . H A R D IN G ’S
GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.
The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, whtth will change 
gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to an auburn, dark 
brown or black color. For sale by
J. L. GIOFRAY, Sole Agent.
JOSEPH L. GIOFRAY,
N o . 5  C U ST O M  H O U SE  B L O C K  (U p  S t a ir .
Will sell a nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less than it 
can be bought in any hair store iu Boston.
1 will sell a Lady’s French Wig iwo dollars less than
I will sell a Frizette front three inches to five and a quar­
ter inches, from fifty cents to one dollar less thau can bi 
bought in Boston.
I will sell a Ilair Band from one to two dollars less.
I will sell the best Ilair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
Ladies in particular are requested Io cull ut mj rooms 
and examine the work, as I am sute they will be satisfies 
with both price and n aterial.
OttuEits for Custom Work promptly executed and 
entire satisfaction warranted.
Grateful for the liberal patronage bestowed upon my 
humble efforts to please the public in the past, I shall en­
deavor to use my best etfuits to retain the present trade 
and respectfully solicit an extention of the same. 
S H A V I N Q  D E P A R T M E N T .
Shaving, Hair Cutting, Shampooing, Coloring. Curling 
u.id Frizzling done a little better titan at any other estab­
lishment in the Stale, this is what the people say.
LADIES* P R IV A T E  ROOM  
or HAIR CUTTING and SHAMPOOING, which will be 
done for half the usual prices.
Particular attention paid to cutting Boys and Misset- 
II air.
P E R F U M E R Y
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.
S a m a rita n  S alve,
which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists 
generally. Every mother should not fail to have a box in 
the house in case of accident.
MR. J L. GIOFRa Y will sell his stock of Salve now 
on hand consisting of 4000 Boxes for 13 cts per Box.
J. L. GIOFRAY.
Rockland, Dec. 25, 1660. (Sept. 20. 1859. 39tf)
w a n t e d : a g e n t s .
THOSE about to engage in the sale of 25 cent packages of Stationery, Maps, Charts, or Portraits, should write 
io me before engaging elsewhere. Remember that I am 
the originator of the 25 cents package stationary, and 
also N. E. Agent lor II. II. Lloyd &. Go’s celebrated Maps 
and Charts, and J. C. Buttre’s line Steel Engrave.I Por­
traits. Withal, it may he safely said, that I have the best 
assortment of the most saleable articles for the times thnt 
can be found in New England. For particulars, address 
B. B. RUSSELL, 515 Washington Street, Boston.
FOWLE’S PILE A\It IILMOIl CERE.
THE ONLY SURE CURE
F o r  B le e d in g , B lin d , a n d  I tc h in g  
P iIcm, LeproMy, S c r o fu la , S a lt R h cu u i, 
a n d  Discnrtcit o f  th e  S k iu .
One bottle warranted to cure every case of Piles ; two 
bottles in all other cases of the above diseases; if not, 
dealers are requested to refund tbe money in every case — 
Only five bottles in a thousand returned, and those were 
confirmed Fistula. Hundreds of letters and certificates 
e now in the proprietor’s possession, which cun be seen
i application. Send for Circular
Prepared by HENRY I». FOWLE, Chemist, 71 Prince 
street, Boston. Sold eveeywhere. Certificates with eaili
ittle.
FA IR B A N K S’ 
P re m iu m  S ta n d a rd
SC -A .LES.
These scales are still manufactured
only by the original inventors, who are constantly adding 
such real and valuable improvements as their long ex­
perience und skill suggest.
A C O M P L E T E  V A R I E T Y : 
i HAY, COAL.RULROAD, PLATFORM,COUNTER, 
DRUGGISTS, and BUTCHER’S SCALES ; BEAMS,
WEIGHTS, dec., for sale at our Warehouse, 
l l S M I L I i  S T R E E T ,  
jThorndkike Building,) Corner of Butteryrnarch Street, 
Boston.
White’s Patent Alarm Money Drawer.
A C e r ta in  p r o te c tio n  a g a in s t  T h ie v e s .
Sold at Fairbank’s Scale Warehouse, 113 Milk 
Street, Boston, by FAIRBANKS A BROWN.
WILLIAM BEATTIE,
C o u n se llo r a n d  A tto rn e y  a t  Law ,
__ 3711 R O C K L A N D  M A IN E .__
PETEK THACHEK & BROTHER.
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
O F F I C E . N O . 2 K I M B A L L  B L O C K .
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME ““Celine,
Peter Taaciier. R. p. E. T hacber.
Roc kland, Feb. 21, 1856. 48tf
D E N T I S T B Y ?
E . P . C H ASE,
I>  E  JV T  I  ©  T  ,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
O ffice in  W ils o n  & W h it e ’s  B lo c k .
Artificial Teeth inserted and warranted to give satisfac­
tion in every respect All operations performed on the 
natural teeih. in the most skillful manner.
Rockland, February 18, 1862. 9if
DR. J . E ST E N , 
H o c e o p a t h i c  P h y s i c i a n .
O ffice in  W iln o ii &■ W h it e ’* B lo c k ,  
R O C K L A N D , M e.
Residence on Water Street, first house north of A. C. 
Sp dding’s.
Rockland, June 5, 1860. 24tf
rPTTm V T A Q Y ' D ’V  I?
and
O F F I C E  N O . 4  K IM B A L L  B L O C K ,
{Over the Store o f  M. C Andrews.) 
D w e l l in g  IIouhc, ou S p r in g  S tr e e t ,  
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT 
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858. 48t
"  T. E . & F . J .  SIM O N T O N ,-
(Successors to J. W. Brown,)
-----Dealers in-----
Silks, Dress Goods, Shawls,
WHITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, 4 c .,
C LO A K IN G S & CLOAKS.
-----ALSO-----
C A R P E T S  A' E E A T H E R S .
NO. 1 BERRY’S BLOCK. 
Rockland, Feb. 15, I860. 8i f
MAYO & K A LER,
6UCCE8SORS TO PIERCE & KALOR.
DEALERS IN
D R Y  G O O D S ,
Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main St.
EBEN IL MAYO, (
GEORGE F. KALER. J 
Match 3, 1859.
RUSSELL MILLS
C O T T O K T  D U C K . .
subscribers, having sold these very su-T11E
A PEH
CHARTER Oa K LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
Hartford, Conn..................... Capital and Surplus, $500,000.
Life Insurance effected us above, on either slock or mu­
tual pluu.
fC? E. IL Cociiran, thankful for the liberal patronage 
heretofore received, pledges himself to give the most care­
ful attention to all business entrusted to him in the ittsur 
48tf
NEWS FOR M ILLION!
A M ) T i n : r t
G R E A T  M Y ST E R Y  SO LV ED !
GREATEST novelty
O F  T H E  A G E .
Dr. J. C. Plumer’s
L A S T S !
PATEXT
PATEXT
Millie Thereon.
7Y .
"Q A  A  m  q  9 J O  V  V  B  I
American and Foreign Patents.
K. BI. a£5»l>Y,
S O L IC IT O R  O F P A T E N T S ,
i Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington, 
(under the Act o f 1857.)
76 S ta te  S tree t, o pposite  K ilb y  S treet.
BOSTON.
AFTER an extensive practice of upwards of twenty years, continues to secure Patents in the United States; 
also in Great Britain, France, nnd other foreign ccuntriea 
Caveats, Specifications, Bunds, Assignments, and all Pa­
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed on liberal terms, 
and with despatch. Researches made into American or 
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pat­
ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in 
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims ol 
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign­
ments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but 
through it inventors have advantages for securing Patents, 
of ascertaining the patentability of Inventions unsurpassed 
by, if not imineasureably supperior to, any which esn be 
offered them elsewhere. 'I’he Testimonials below given 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE P.xT 
EN'l’ OFFICE thau the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS 
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, 
he would add (hat he has abundant reason to believe, util 
can prove, that nt no other office o f  the kind are the char­
ges f r professional services so moderate. The immense 
practice of the subscriber during twenty year.s past, has 
enabled him to accumulate a vast coklectiou of specifica­
tions und official decisions relative to p-aents.
7’hese, besides his extensive library ol legal and mechan­
ical works, and lull accounts of patents granted in tin 
United States und Europe, render hint able, beyond ques­
tion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in­
ventors.
T E S T I M O N I A L S .
“ 1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable nnd suc­
cessful practitioners with whom I have had official inter­
course.” CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patents.
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they 
cannot employ a person more competent und trustworthy 
and more capable of putting tlteir applications in a form 
to secure lor them an earlv and favorable consideration 
at the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents. 
Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applica­
t ions, on all hut one of which patents has been grunted 
and that is now pending. Such uninisiakeable proof o 
great talent and ability on his part leads me to reccom- 
mend all inventors to apply to him to precure their pa­
tents. as they may be sure of having the most faithful at 
tenticn bestowed on their cases, and at verv reason­
able charges.”  JOHN TAGGART.
During eight months the subscriber, in course of lib 
large pmciicr, made on twice rejected applications SIX- 
7’EEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which was decided 
in his favor, by the Committee of Patents.
It. II. EDDY.
Boston, Dec. 2, 1861. Ij51
HENRY JONES,
DEALER IN
S H IP  T IM B E R  A N D  PL A N K ,
H ackm etac K nees, L ocust T reena ils ,
and a general variety of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Blank furnished to order.
92 Slate St. Boston. Whalf 150 Border 3t., East Boston.
FA IR B A N K S & B EA R D ,
WHOLESALE dealers in
ALE, PO R T E R , C ID E R , SODA,
A N D  M IN E R A L  W A T E R ,
Howard AHtlneueiiiu Itiiilding-,
H o w ard  S tree t,
B O S T O N .
DRAUGHT ALE AND PORTER.
B u r n e t t ’s K a llis to n ,
As a wash lor the complexion, has no equal. It is dis­
tinguished for its cooling and soothing properties, and is 
tdmirably adapted to ail unnatural conditions of the skin ; 
removing Tan, Sunburn, Freck'es,Redness aud (toughness 
if the skin, &c.. curing Chapped Hands, and allaying ihe 
irritation caused by biles of Mosquitoes, and other annoy­
ing insects. Prepared by Joseph Burnett «fc Co., Boston, 
tnd for sale by all dealers.
P r e  in a t u re  L osk o f  th e  I la ir .  which is so com- 
on now-a-days, may he entirely prevented by the use of 
Burnett's Cocoame.. It has been used in thousands of 
•uses where the hair was coining out in handfulls, and has 
never failed to arrest its decay, and to promote a healthy 
ind vigorous growth. Il is at the same time unrivalled as 
^dressing for the hair. A single application will render it 
soft and glossy for several days. Prepared by Joseph Bur­
nett & Co., Boston, and for sale by ail dealers.
NEW PAINT STORE.
C o r n e r  o f  W a t e r  Jc C o n g re ss  S t., B o sto n .
A S H A E L  W H E E L E R , A g e n t,
(Formerly in Union Street,) 
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
PA IN T S, OILS, V A R N ISH E S .
And P ain ters' Supplies G en era lly .
STAPLE DRUGS, SPO.XGES, GUMS,
------ AND------
S U P E R I O R  G L U E S .
The H A R D  D U C K  has been worn on large Schoon­
ers, Yachts, Pilot Boats und has fully proved that it will 
wear lunger and “ bag ” lese than other kinds heretofore 
in general use.
Mt. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck oil 
baud and for sale by
N. BOYNTON A CO.,
134 Commercial St.,
Feb. 22, I860. (91y) BOSTON.
GEO. L. HATCH, 
Shipping & Commission Merchants, 
22 S o u th  S t r e e t ,  (U p S ta ir s ,  
82U N E W  Y O R K .
F R Y E ’S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR
U n iv e rsa l F a m ily  P ill.
THESE Pills are p-irely Vegetable, and a safe remedy for Dyspepsia, Custtveness, Loss of Appetite, Liver 
Complaint, and Impurities of the Blood, &.C., and are the 
Pills to tuke when Physic is required. Can be found at 
THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN EAGLE. 
Rockland, May 7, 1861. 20tf
TAKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat­rons that lie is now prepared to furnish all kinds and qualities of BuOTS manufactured upon these CELE­
BRATED La s t s  which are the latest and most improv­
ed pattern yet brought before the public.
T lie  A n a to m ic a l L as t
is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed 
in accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation of 
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and a 
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE
The principles herein suggested and followed out by 
careful and patient reasoning and experiment has now for 
the first time been practically and fullv developed and ap­
plied. They produce a BOOT and SHOE perfectly com­
fortable mid easy at first, no matter how’thick or substan­
tial the soles, and the importance of this for predestrian 
purposes cannot be exaggerated, and conferring advanta­
ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who 
suffer front tender feet .
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the 
real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS 
will hardly be reconciled to wear any other. As one ex 
claims ! “ To all petsons who wish to have a neat fitting 
Bool and one in which they can take solid comfort I 
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
T H E  H A L F  H A S  N O T  B E E N  T O L D ,”
In short, this Last is made to f it  the foot.
S a m i > l e  B o o t s
can be examined and by pulling on a Boot any one can b 
but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last.
T h e  fin e s t  b r a n d s  o f  S tock  are xvorked at this 
establishment by the best workmen in the ^*“te, “““ 
sati&ficiiott guaranteed in all cases. Af! orders filled with 
promptness and despatch-
of all kinds done with neatness.
P. S. Thankful for the liberal patronage bestowed 
upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to busi­
ness to merit a liberal share in the future.
Give him an early Call, at
No. 4, Spofford Block, up Stairs.
Rockland, Dec. 19, 1861.______________  3m52
ill A C II I N E C U T  F I L E S .
T H E  W H I P P L E
FILE MAXLFACTIRIXG COMPANY,
Are now ready to supply every description of their 
MACHINE CUT FILES, warranted superior to all others 
in use.
OFFICE AND SALE5-ROOM :
N O  34= K I L B Y  S T R E E T .
(Corner of Central,) Boston.
Crockery.
OME NEW AND PRETTY PATTERNS, just opening 
II. U. CRIE. 
19tfS' nnd for sale low byMay 1, 1862. ___________________
Coal Tar.
CO XL Tar for sale at the GAS WORKS on the Point, Sea Street. ~ ,
Rockland, Jan. 29, X861.
[Copyright secured.]
The G reat Ind ian  Remedy 
FOFl FEMALES.
DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
This celebrated Female Medicine, poi 
sessing virtues unknown ol unything els, 
of the kind, and proving eiTectual afier al 
others have failed, is designed for both 
married and shtsle ladies, and is the very 
best thing known for 'he purpose, as «t 
will bring on the monthly sickness in 
cases of obstrui lion, after all other reme­
dies of the kind have been tried in vain. 
- O v er  2 0 0 0  B O T T L E S  have now 
been sold without a single failure when 
taken as directed, and without the least 
injury to health in any case. O ’It is put 
up in bottles of three different strengths 
with full directions for using, and sent by 
Express, closely sealed, to ail parts of the 
country.
PRICES:—Full strength, $10; Half strength, $5; Quar­
ter strength, $3 per bottle.
O ’ Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for 
Obstinate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind 
have failed to cure; ulso that it is warranted as represent­
ed in every respect, or the price will he tefunded.
(Lr BEWARE OF IMITaTI-JNS ! None genuine and 
warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M  at his 
R E M E D IA L  IN S T IT U T E  lor S P E C I A L  
D IS E A SE S , No. 28 Union street Providenre, R. I.
U* This Specially embraces all diseases of a Private 
nature both o MEN and WOMEN, by a regmarly educat­
ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his 
whole attention.
O ’ Consultations by letter or otherwise are strictly 
confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se­
cure irom observation, to all parts of the United States. 
Also, accommodations for Ladies from abroad wishing 
for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care until 
restored to health.
C A U T I O N .- - I t  has been estimated, that over Two 
Hundred T housand Dollars aie paid to swindling 
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any ben­
efit to those who pay it. All this comes front trustiiiL 
without inquiry, to tnen who are alike destitute of hon­
or, character, and skill, and whose only recommenda­
tion is their own false und extravagant assertions, in 
praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid be­
ing humbugged, lake no man’s word, no matter what his 
pretensions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost y 
nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis­
ing physicians, in nine cates out of ten are bogus, there is 
no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know who 
and what they are.
ij27 Dr. M. will send free , by enclosing one stamp as 
above, a Phamplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on 
Piivute Diseases generally, giving full inlormation, with 
the most undoubted references and testimonials without 
which, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind 
is deserving of ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
UZz* Orders by mail promptly attended to. Wrileyour 
address plainly, and direct to DR MATTISON, as above.
August 22,1861 (rs49) 35Iy
Grass Seeds,
^ ^ F  the best qualities, low as the lowest, by
II. U. CRIE.
19tf
F A M I L Y
M O U R N IN G  S T O R E ,
20 W IN T E R  ST ., BOSTON,
Established for the Sale of
M O U R N IN G  D R E SS GOODS
And Millinery exclusively.
S. S. W IL L IA M S .
Glidden & Williams’ Line
Boston to San Francisco.
O f f i c e ,  1 1 4  S t a t e  S t r e e t ,  B o s t o n .  
All goods received and forwarded free of charge by
FI R ST  CLASS C L I P P E R S  H I P S ,  sailing 
•tomptly on their advertised days The only really 
prompt line of Ships from the Atlantic Poits.
J A M E S  & P O P E ,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
White Onk & Hackmetac Ship Timber,
White Pine Timber for Wharves, Bridges and Factories; 
xlso, Southern Pine Floorings on hand and worked to 
order.
92 State Street, (up stairs.)
Timber Dock, cor. E & First St., Boaton.
Provisions & Groceries.
SUfiAIM, TEAS, MOLASSES and SYRUP, PORK, HAMS, I.AIIU, CHEESE, RAIDINS, CURRANTS, SPICES, FLOUR. CORN ami MEAL, ns low n, tho 
loweat.b; H. 11. CRIB.
Muy 1,1863. 19tf
